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SUMMARY
The memory capacity of computers and edge devices continue to grow: the DRAM
capacity for low end computers are at tens or hundreds of GBs and the modern high per-
formance computing (HPC) platforms can support terabytes of RAM for Big data driven
HPC and Machine Learning (ML) workloads. Although system virtualization improves
resource consolidation, it does not tackle the increasing cost of address translation and the
growing size of page tables OS kernel maintains. All virtual machines and processors use
pages tables for address translation. On the other hand, Big data and latency-demanding
applications are typically deployed in virtualized Clouds using the application deployment
models, comprised of virtual machines (VMs), containers, and/or executors/JVMs. These
applications enjoy high throughput and low latency if they are served entirely from memory.
However, actual estimation and memory allocation are difficult. When these applications
cannot fit their working sets in real memory of their VMs/containers/executors, they suffer
large performance loss due to excess page faults and thrashing. Even when unused host
memory or unused remote memory are present in other VMs or containers and executors,
these applications are unable to share those unused host/remote memory. Existing propos-
als focus on estimating working set size for accurate allocation, and increasing effective
capacity of executors, but lack of desired transparency and efficiency.
This dissertation research takes a holistic approach to tackle the above problems from
three dimensions. First, we present the design of FastSwap, a highly efficient shared mem-
ory paging facility. FastSwap dynamic shared memory management scheme can effectively
utilize the shared memory across VMs through host coordination, with three original con-
tributions. (1) FastSwap provides efficient support for multi-granularity compression of
swap pages in both shared memory and disk swap devices. (2) FastSwap provides an adap-
tive scheme to flush the least recently swap-out pages to disk swap partition when shared
memory swap partition reaches a pre-specified threshold and close to full. (3) FastSwap
xvii
provides batch swap-in optimizations. Our extensive experiments using big data analytics
applications and benchmarks demonstrate that FastSwap offers up to two orders of magni-
tude performance improvements over existing memory swapping methods.
Second, we develop XMemPod for non-intrusive host/remote memory sharing and for
improving performance of memory-intensive applications. It leverages the memory capac-
ity of host machines and remote machines on the same cluster to provide on-demand, trans-
parent and non-intrusive sharing of unused memory, effectively removing the performance
degradation of big data and ML workloads due to transient or imbalanced memory pres-
sure experienced on a host or in a cluster. We demonstrate the benefit of XMemPod design
and the benefits of memory sharing via three optimizations: First, we provide elasticity,
multi-granular compressibility and failure isolation on shared memory pages. Second, we
implement hybrid swap-out for better utilization of host and remote shared memory. Third
but not the last we support proactive swap-in from remote to host, from disk to host, and
from host to guest, which improves paging-in operations significantly and opportunistically
and shortens the performance recovery time of those applications under memory pressure.
XMemPod is deployed on a virtualized RDMA cluster without any modifications to user ap-
plications and the OSes. Evaluated with multiple workloads on unmodified Spark, Apache
Hadoop, Memcached, Redis and VoltDB, using XMemPod, throughputs of these applica-
tions improve by 11x to 612x over conventional OS disk swap facility, and by 1.7x to 14x
over the existing representative remote memory paging system.
Third, we propose an efficient and elastic huge page management facility for memory
intensive Bigdata and machine learning applications. Both computer hardware and oper-
ating systems provide support for huge pages. Modern computer hardware supports huge
pages to handle hardware address translation overheads by providing thousands of entries
in TLB for huge pages. Operating systems and hypervisors provide certain level of support
for huge pages with best effort algorithms to address the access and management cost of
memory page table for increasing DRAM capacity and growing memory footprint of Big-
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data workloads. However, existing solutions in kernel support for huge pages are limited
to spot fixes and some inherent fairness problems. We propose to take a methodical and
principled approach to providing efficient, highly elastic, and yet transparent support of




Big data and latency-demanding applications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] are typically deployed us-
ing the application deployment models, comprised of virtual machines (VMs), containers,
and/or executors/JVMs. These applications enjoy high throughput and low latency if they
are served entirely from memory. However, actual estimation and memory allocation are
difficult. When these applications cannot fit their working sets in real memory of their
VMs/containers/executors, they suffer large performance loss due to excess page faults and
thrashing. Even when unused memory is present in other VMs/containers/executors on the
same host or a remote node, these applications are unable to share those unused host/remote
memory.
Existing research studied the above problems from two orthogonal dimensions: (i) es-
timating working set size for accurate resource allocation and (ii) increasing effective re-
source capacity for executors. Accurate memory allocation is hard as peak memory vari-
ations happen under different application types, workload inputs, data characteristics and
traffic patterns. Applications often overestimate their requirements or attempt to allocate
for peak usage [6, 7, 8, 9, 10], resulting in severely unbalanced memory usage across execu-
tors, underutilization on the host and across the cluster [11, 6, 12]. Instead, proposals for
increasing effective memory capacity promote the allocation of global memory resource
shared by all machines (VMs/containers) to increase their effective memory capacities.
These proposals promote new architectures and new hardware design for memory disag-
gregation [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18], or new programming models [19, 20]. But they lack
of desired transparency at OS, network stack, or application level, hindering their prac-
tical applicability. Recent efforts represented by Infiniswap [21] and Accelio nbdX [22]
exploit RDMA networks for remote memory paging with transparency. However, they
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adopt a flat architecture for disaggregated memory, fail to orchestrate host unused memory
as the faster tier over the remote memory. Moreover, modern servers support terabytes of
RAM and memory intensive applications able to take advantage of such large amount of
memories are common. But, increased capacity means a significant challenge for address
translation.
To tackle these challenges of memory resource utilization, this dissertation research
is focused on the development of high performance, efficient, and transparent memory
management framework for big data and latency-demanding applications.
1.1 Technical Challenges
We describe the technical challenges to build a high performance, efficient, and transparent
memory management framework in more details as follows.
1.1.1 Transient Memory Usage Variation
Memory utilization imbalance and temporal usage variations are frequently observed in
virtualized clouds [6, 23, 24, 25, 7, 8, 26, 27, 28], and production datacenters [29, 5, 30,
21, 11, 12]. One study on a Google 12K-machine cluster running a mixture of long and
short-lived workloads reported around 50% memory utilization, stating “the gap between
resource requests and average usage accounted for most of this difference” [9, 11]. An-
other study on two production datacenters (3,000-machine Facebook analytic cluster and
12,500-machine Google cluster) reports severe imbalance in memory utilization for more
than 70% of the time across machines [21]. They demonstrated that there exists signif-
icant spatial imbalance (heterogeneous resource utilization across machines) and tempo-
ral imbalance (time varying resource usages per machine) of utilization for machines in
cloud data center. These reports also show the potential opportunities of exploiting unused
host/remote memory to speed up the performance of VM workloads whose working sets
cannot fully fit into their allocated DRAM, and resorting only to disk I/O for persistence,
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failure recovery and contingence.
1.1.2 Dynamic Memory Balancing
Existing research on scheduling and consolidating physical memory among VMs with sin-
gle server environment centered on dynamic memory balancing, with Ballooning [31] as
the most representative. Ballooning requires manual administration of when to trigger bal-
looning and how much ballooning is sufficient. Moreover, solely relying on ballooning,
applications under memory pressure still suffer hefty performance degradation due to three
types of delays: the timing delay of scheduling ballooning, the balloon driver delay for
moving sufficient memory, and the time delay for applications to return to their peak per-
formance. Proposals [32, 33, 34] devoted to periodic estimation of VM working set size.
But, accurate working set prediction is hard under changing workloads [8, 35, 36]. In
the cluster environment, distributed shared memory (DSM) was studied extensively [37,
38, 39, 19, 40, 41]. However, DSM suffers poor performance due to high communication
overhead. Disaggregated memory has attracted much attention recently [42, 43, 17, 44, 15,
45]. Most proposals rely on new hardware architecture, new network protocols to cut down
the communication cost. Some proposals show the benefit of leveraging RDMA technol-
ogy [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 48], such as remote storage for key-value stores[53, 54, 55,
56], distributed objects [57], swap pages [58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 21], object replication [63].
Most of these efforts lack of desired transparency. In virtualized clouds, multiple VMs
run on the same host machine, each having its own memory allocation (typically equal
amount). When a VM reaches its memory limit, it has two alternative low-latency memory
expansion opportunities before paging to local disk swap partition. They are unused mem-
ory on local host and unused remote memory in the cluster. Note that even though SSD
is much faster than HDD, it is still two orders of magnitude slower than fast interconnect
like InfiniBand based RDMA [64]. At the same time, RDMA interconnect is several times
slower than local memory access [65], making latency-sensitive prioritization critical for
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efficient disaggregated memory orchestration.
1.1.3 Memory Address Translation
A fundamental property of virtual memory is that the CPU references a virtual address
that is translated via a combination of software and hardware to a physical address. This
allows data only to be paged into memory on demand improving memory utilization. Use
of virtual memory is pervasive but this indirection is not without cost. Due to translation, a
virtual memory reference necessitates multiple accesses to physical memory, multiplying
the cost of an ordinary memory reference by a factor depending on the page table format. To
cut the costs associated with translation, virtual memory implementations take advantage
of the principal of locality by storing recent translations in a cache called the Translation
lookaside buffer (TLB). It is a part of memory management unit (MMU). The TLB stores
the recent translations of virtual memory to physical memory and can be called an address
translation cache. Once an instruction asks the processor to do memory operation on a
virtual address, the processor first checks to see whether the TLB contains an entry for that
virtual address. If the requested address is present in the TLB, the search yields a match
quickly and the retrieved physical address can be used to access memory. This is called
a TLB hit. If the requested address is not in the TLB, it is a miss, and the translation
proceeds by looking up the page table in a process called a page walk. The page walk
is expensive when compared to the processor speed, as it involves reading the contents
of multiple memory locations and using them to compute the physical address. Modern
servers support terabytes of RAM and memory intensive applications able to take advantage
of such large amount of memories are common. But, increased capacity means a significant
challenge for address translation.
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1.2 Dissertation Scope and Contributions
In this dissertation, we propose solutions to build a high performance, efficient, and trans-
parent memory management framework. We achieve our goal from the following aspects:
First, we present the design and the results of a measurement study on in-memory key-
value system with three original contributions. (1) We perform a comparative study on
two most popular and most efficient in-memory key-value systems, Redis [2] and Mem-
cached [1], in terms of the in-memory data placement and processing techniques. This
includes internal data structure in memory, fragmentation, caching, read and write opera-
tion performance. (2) We provide experimental evaluation and analysis on the performance
impact of different in-memory data structures on different workloads, including a compar-
ison on commonality and difference in the design of Redis and Memcached with respect
to memory efficiency. (3) We attempt to answer a number of challenging and yet most
frequently asked questions regarding in-memory key-value systems through extensive and
in-depth experimentation and measurements. Example questions include but not limited to:
What types of data structures are effective for in-memory key value systems? How do in-
memory key-value systems respond to the big data workloads, which exceeds the capacity
of physical memory or the pre-configured size of in-memory data structures? What types
of persistence models are effective for maintaining persistency of in-memory key value
systems? And why do different in-memory key value systems have different throughput
performance and what types of overheads are the key performance indicators? To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first in-depth comparative measurement study on in-memory
key-value systems.
Second, we design FastSwap, a host-coordinated shared memory swapper with multi-
granularity compression on memory swap pages. The design of FastSwap is original in
three aspects: (1) By creating a shared memory based swap area between the host and its
VMs, FastSwap provides an efficient and transparent memory sharing mechanism. This
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shared memory mechanism can effectively leverage idle memory present in the host or the
other VMs on the host and speed up the VM memory swapping performance by minimiz-
ing or avoiding the high overhead of disk I/O for memory swapping on guest VMs. (2) By
implementing a compressed swap page table as an efficient index structure to enable fast
lookup of compressed pages in four granularity groups from its swap partitions, FastSwap
improves both memory swap-out and swap-in performance. (3) FastSwap provides a hy-
brid swap-out scheme to handle the situation of limited shared memory for VM memory
paging and a two-level proactive batch swap-in facility to speed up the performance of VM
memory swap-in operations in the presence of sufficient shared memory.
Third, we develop XMemPod, a disaggregated memory orchestration system that virtu-
alizes cluster wide memory to scale data intensive, large memory workloads in virtualized
clouds. No modification is required for guest OSes, host OSes, or the hypervisor to deploy
XMemPod, which makes it more practical and flexible in real cloud environment. The goal
of XMemPod is to accelerate bigdata and machine learning workloads by virualizing two
types of cluster-wide external memory. First, the available memory from other VMs on
the same node due to inter-VM memory usage imbalance. Second, The available remote
memory in the cluster through RDMA registered memory allocation. We make three novel
contributions in this work. (1) By providing efficient and transparent sharing of unused
memory that is disaggregated across VMs on the same host or in the cluster, XMemPod
provides the ability of dynamically expanding the memory capacity of the virtual machines
(VMs) under high memory pressure. (2) By providing a hierarchical memory expansion
and sharing framework, XMemPod enables memory intensive workloads on a VM to ex-
pand its memory demand over virtualized host memory first, and remote memory next,
before resorting to external disk. (3) To further improve the utilization and access latency
of disaggregated memory, XMemPod provides a suite of optimization techniques. It is de-
ployed on a virtualized RDMA cluster without any modifications to user applications and
the OSes.
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Fourth, we introduce Xpage, a memory management framework that effectively miti-
gates fragmentation and makes huge page benefits accessible to applications even in stress-
ful conditions. This work is motivated by real problems that memory intensive software
companies face when dealing with large amount of data. Unlike Linux and Ingens, which
demotes huge pages to base pages once fragmentation occurs, Xpage never splits huge
pages. Instead, it tracks allocated/unallocated memory regions and compacts all memory
regions in memory allocator level by placing them carefully within huge page boundaries.
Xpage is implemented with three original contributions: (1) Xpage interacts with both ap-
plication (malloc/free) and kernel (brk/mmap) to get a global view of memory lay-
out, which is parsed and analyzed for deciding the degree of internal fragmentation. (2) To
ensure fairness and security, Xpage deals with internal fragmentation within each process’s
memory space and use each process’s CPU time to execute tasks. It is a run-time library
and completed isolated from other running process memory space. (3) By avoiding the
kernel space overhead and complexity, Xpage is the first memory management framework
that effectively deals with huge page fragmentation problem in memory allocator level. It
is a redesign that brings performance and memory saving to memory intensive applications
with dynamic memory behavior.
1.3 Dissertation Organization
This dissertation consists of several chapters and each chapter addresses one or more of the
problems described above. In each chapter, we introduce the background of the problem
being addressed, describe related work, and present our solution techniques followed by
experimental evaluation. This dissertation is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, we present a in-depth measurement study on critical performance and
design properties of in-memory key-value systems, including the general infrastructure
design, the use of different internal data structures, different persistency models, differ-
ent policies for memory allocators, overhead of bulk insertion of large datasets, swapping
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overhead, dictionary expansion overhead, space overhead, caching overhead, read/write
operation performance, and fragmentation ratio.
In Chapter 3, we propose a efficient shared-memory based memory paging service,
FastSwap, which improves VM memory swapping performance by leveraging idle host
memory and redirecting the VM swapping traffic to the host-guest compressed shared
memory swap area. It consists of four core functional components: dynamic shared mem-
ory management, hybrid swap-out, two level proactive swap-in, and multi-granularity com-
pression of shared memory.
In Chapter 4, we introduce a disaggregated memory orchestration system, XMemPod,
which virtualizes cluster wide memory to scale data intensive and large memory workloads
in virtualized cloud. XMemPod consists of four core components: the disaggregated mem-
ory paging service manager, the shared memory manager, the remote memory manager and
the disk swap partition manger. They coordinate closely to provide efficient virtualization
of cluster wide memory and hierarchical orchestration of disaggregated memory sharing
capabilities.
In Chapter 5, we develop huge page management framework, Xpage, which efficiently
mitigates fragmentation and brings performance and memory saving to memory intensive
applications with dynamic memory behavior. Xpage consists of three core components:
the object address table, the fragmentation monitor, and the huge page manager which
interacts with three sub managers that are tcache manager, non-full run manager, and full
run manager.
In Chapter 6, we summarize the main contribution of this dissertation and discuss our
future research directions.
1.4 Thesis Statement
The thesis of this dissertation is that the tools and techniques developed make it possi-
ble to dynamically instrument an already-running commodity operating system kernel in
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a fine-grained manner to optimize memory resource utilization in both local host and re-
mote nodes in a cluster. This technology can be usefully applied to kernel performance
measurement and run-time performance optimization.
Concretely, this dissertation research has made three unique contributions to the general
field of memory virtualization in Big data clouds. (1) A transparent and elastic shared mem-
ory system for memory sharing across VMs on the same host (2) A transparent and elastic
host and remote memory virtualization system for disaggregated memory sharing across
VMs on local nodes and remote nodes in the cluster. (3) A transparent and efficient huge
page management system for boosting execution performance of big data applications.
FastSwap, XMemPod, and Xpage are open sourced on https://github.com/git-disl.
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CHAPTER 2
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF IN-MEMORY KEY-VALUE SYSTEMS
The rapid advance of memory technology and the continued price drop of memory chips,
compound with big data processing demand, have accelerated the development and deploy-
ment of in-memory key value systems. In this chapter, we present an in-depth measurement
study on in-memory key-value systems. We examine the in-memory data placement and
processing techniques, including in-memory data structures, caching, performance of read
and write operations, the memory efficiency of different in-memory data structures and
their impact on the performance of big data workloads, memory efficiency. Based on the
analysis of our measurement results, we attempt to answer a number of challenging and yet
most frequently asked questions regarding in-memory key-value systems through extensive
and in-depth experimentation and measurements, such as how do in-memory key-value sys-
tems respond to the big data workloads, which exceeds the capacity of physical memory
or the pre-configured size of in-memory data structures? How do in-memory key value
systems maintain persistency and manage the overhead of supporting persistency? why
do different in-memory key-value systems show different throughput performance? and
what types of overheads are the key performance indicators? We conjecture that this study
will benefit both consumer and providers of big data services and help big data system de-
signers and users to make more informed decision on configurations and management of
key-value systems and on parameter turning for speeding up the execution of their big data
applications.
2.1 Introduction
As big data penetrating both business enterprises and scientific computing, in-memory key-
value systems are gaining increased popularity in recent years. For example, in-memory
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key-value store is a crucial building block for many industrial big data systems and ap-
plications, including Facebook, Twitter, Google, Amazon EC2, for providing high perfor-
mance big data services. In contrast to disk-based key-value systems, such as HBase [66],
Mongo [67], Cassandra [68], in-memory key-value systems, such as Redis [2], Mem-
cached [1], rely on memory to manage all their data by utilizing virtual memory facility
when the dataset to be loaded and processed is beyond the capacity of the physical memory.
In memory key-value systems are faster than disk-optimized key-value systems for a num-
ber of reasons: minimized disk I/O cost, simpler internal optimization algorithm and data
structure, and fewer CPU instructions. For example, reading 1MB data sequentially from
memory takes 0.25ms, while reading the same amount of data sequentially from disk takes
20ms, which is 80× slower than memory [69]. Thus, the ability to keep big data in-memory
for processing and performing data analytics can have huge performance advantages.
Research on in-memory systems can be dated back to the 80s [70, 71]. The recent
advances and price reduction in computer hardware and memory technology have further
fueled the growth of in-memory computing systems. In-memory key-value systems be-
come one of the most prominent emerging big data technologies and an attractive alterna-
tive to disk-optimized key-value systems for big data processing and analytics [2, 1, 72,
73, 69]. However, there is no in-depth performance study with quantitative and qualitative
analysis on in-memory key-value systems in terms of the design principle, the effectiveness
of memory utilization, the key performance indicators for in-memory computing, and the
impact of in-memory systems on big data applications.
In this chapter, we present the design and the results of a measurement study on in-
memory key-value systems with two objectives: First, we plan to perform a comparative
study on two most popular and most efficient in-memory key-value systems, Redis [2]
and Memcached [1], in terms of the in-memory data placement and processing techniques.
This includes internal data structure in memory, fragmentation, caching, read and write
operation performance. Second, we plan to provide experimental evaluation and analysis
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on the performance impact of different in-memory data structures on different workloads,
including a comparison on commonality and difference in the design of Redis and Mem-
cached with respect to memory efficiency. As a result of this study, we attempt to answer a
number of challenging and yet most frequently asked questions regarding in-memory key-
value systems through extensive and in-depth experimentation and measurements. Exam-
ple questions include but not limited to: (1) What types of data structures are effective for
in-memory key value systems? (2) How do in-memory key-value systems respond to the
big data workloads, which exceeds the capacity of physical memory or the pre-configured
size of in-memory data structures? (3) What types of persistence models are effective
for maintaining persistency of in-memory key value systems? And (4) Why do different
in-memory key value systems have different throughput performance and what types of
overheads are the key performance indicators? To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first in-depth comparative measurement study on in-memory key-value systems. We con-
jecture that this study will benefit both consumer and providers of big data services. The
results of this study can help big data system designers and users make informed decision
on configurations and management of key-value systems and on performance turning for
speeding up the execution of their big data applications.
Finally, neither study considers the system that we include, Redis.
The remaining of this chapter is structured as follows: Section 5.7 gives an overview
of in-memory systems. Section 2.3 presents the design and methodology for our measure-
ment study. Section 2.4 describes the detailed measurement results and performance and
overhead analysis. We provide related work in Section 4.7 and conclude the chapter in
Section 4.8.
2.2 Overview
In this section, we provide a brief overview of general in-memory key-value systems, and a
review of Redis [2] and Memcached [1] with respect to the set of target features evaluated
12
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Figure 2.1: Typical Infrastructure of In-Memory System
in our measurement study, including the in-memory data structures and some key memory
optimization features.
2.2.1 In-Memory Key-Value Systems
The key-value systems achieve high performance through three common systems-level
techniques: (i) parallel request handling, (ii) efficient network I/O, and (iii) concurrent
data access. Concretely, through hashing, key-value pairs can be distributed almost evenly
to each compute node of a key-value system cluster. Client requests are served concur-
rently by accessing different servers with minimum performance interference. To deal with
the latency of network I/Os, key-value systems employ pipeline to support asynchronous
request processing. It allows multiple requests to be sent to the server without waiting
for the replies, and batch deliver the replies in a single step. In addition to utilize multi-
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ple CPU cores and multithreading for concurrent data access, key-value systems maintains
data integrity using mutexes, optimistic locking, or lock-free data structure.
Unlike disk-optimized key-value systems, such as HBase [66], Cassandra [68], in-
memory key-value systems rely on internal memory data structures to manage all appli-
cation data and intelligently utilize virtual memory facility to handle large datasets that
exceed the size of allocated physical memory. In-memory key-value systems also employ
logging and snapshot techniques to provide persistency support. Figure 2.1 shows a typical
architecture of an in-memory key-value system.
The in-memory key-value systems differ from one another in terms of their memory
management strategies, such as memory allocation, virtual memory facility, concurrent ac-
cess methods, and their persistency implementation models. For example, an in-memory
key-value system typically needs to allocate and deallocate portions of memory of varying
sizes many times during execution. The high frequency of performing these memory op-
erations makes their performance significantly important. Inadequate use of internal data
structure to host data in memory may detriment the memory efficiency and thus the perfor-
mance of in-memory key-value systems. Frequent memory allocation/deallocation oper-
ations can also cause undesired memory fragmentations. Another important performance
component is efficient virtual memory facility, which is critical for in-memory key-value
systems to handle large datasets that exceed the allocated physical DRAM. Thus, some
in-memory key-value systems use their own virtual memory management policy, such as
Redis older versions before version 2.4, whereas others fully rely on memory reclamation
mechanism of the operating system (OS). To handle the volatility of DRAM memory and
data loss due to reboot or power outage, in-memory key-value systems need to provide
durability support by either implementing some persistent models, such as snapshot, trans-
action logging, or deploying non-volatile random access memory or other high availability
solutions, as illustrated at the bottom part of Figure 2.1. However, the persistency model
also introduces another source of system overhead. Redis [2] and Memcached [1] are the
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two most popular in-memory key-value systems, because they are super fast compared to
other existing key-value systems.
2.2.2 Redis Overview
Redis is an open source, in-memory data structure store, used as database, cache and mes-
sage broker. It is implemented in C and adopts jemalloc [74] as its memory allocator since
version 2.4, although its early versions use glibc [75] as the default memory allocator. The
quality of a memory allocator is determined by how effectively it can reduce the memory
usage for storing the same amount of dataset and alleviate the impact of fragmentation. Re-
dis supports four sets of complex data structures to allow application developers to select
the best memory data structures based on their dataset sizes and workload characteristics:
(1) Lists - collections of string elements sorted by the order of insertion; (2) Sets - collec-
tions of unique, unsorted string elements; (3) SortedSets - similar to Sets but every string el-
ement is also associated with a floating number value, called score. The elements are sorted
by their score; and (4) Hashes - which are maps composed of fields associated with values.
For each of the four types of data structure, two implementations are provided, each with its
unique characteristics. For example, linked list and ziplist are two implementations of the
list data structure. Previously, Redis had its own virtual memory facility to handle swap-in
and swap-out bypassing the OS virtual memory management. The latest version 4.2 has
changed to provide the in-memory dataset to host all data in DRAM and let OS handle all
swap-in and swap-out paging requests when the dataset size exceeds the allocated physi-
cal memory. We will analyze the reasons for this change in our measurement study. Redis
also supports five different persistency models: nosave, snapshot, AOF-No, AOF-Everysec,
and AOF-Always. nosave denotes no support for persistency. snapshot periodically takes
snapshots of all the working dataset hosted in memory and then dumps the snapshots into
persistence storage system stored as the latest snapshot files. The three AOF models are log
based and refer to log-immediate, log-periodical and log-deferred, with Log-Periodical as
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Table 2.1: Number of Objects per Entry and Space Overhead per Entry (bytes) - 1
(m:key length, n:value length, k:field length, h:# fields, g:# elements, L:List, S:Set,
SS:SortedSet, H:Hash)
Struct dict dictEntry dictht redisObject sdshdr
L
ziplist min 0 24 0 32 8+mmax 0 24 0 32 8+m
linkedlist min 0 24 0 32+16g 8+m+8g+ngmax 0 24 0 32+16g 8+m+8g+ng
S
intset min 0 24 0 32 8+mmax 0 24 0 32 8+m
hashtable min 96 24+24g 32 32+16g 8+m+8g+ngmax 96 24+24g 64 32+16g 8+m+8g+ng
SS
ziplist min 0 24 0 32 8+mmax 0 24 0 32 8+m
skiplist min 96 24+24g 32 32+16g 8+m+8g+ngmax 96 24+24g 64 32+16g 8+m+8g+ng
H
ziplist min 0 24 0 32 8+mmax 0 24 0 32 8+m
hashtable min 96 24+24g 32 32+32g 8+m+16g+kg+ngmax 96 24+24g 64 32+32g 8+m+16g+kg+ng
Table 2.2: Number of Objects per Entry and Space Overhead per Entry (bytes) - 2
(m:key length, n:value length, k:field length, h:# fields, g:# elements, L:List, S:Set,
SS:SortedSet, H:Hash)
Struct ziplistlayout list listNode intset zset zskiplist zskiplistNode
L
ziplist min 11+2g+ng 0 0 0 0 0 0max 11+10g+ng 0 0 0 0 0 0
linkedlist min 0 48 24g 0 0 0 0max 0 48 24g 0 0 0 0
S
intset min 0 0 0 8+2g 0 0 0max 0 0 0 8+2g 0 0 0
hashtable min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0max 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SS
ziplist min 11+5g+ng 0 0 0 0 0 0max 11+21g+ng 0 0 0 0 0 0
skiplist min 0 0 0 0 16 32 24+24gmax 0 0 0 0 16 32 24+24g
H
ziplist min 11+4g+ng+kg 0 0 0 0 0 0max 11+20g+ng+kg 0 0 0 0 0 0
hashtable min 0 0 0 0 0 0 0max 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
the tradeoff of persistence and write performance between log-immediate and log-deferred.
2.2.3 In-Memory Key-Value Data Structures
Redis lists are simply lists of strings, sorted by insertion order. It is possible to add elements
to a Redis list by pushing new elements onto the head (on the left) or the tail (on the right)
of the list. The main feature of Redis list is the support for constant time insertion and
deletion of elements near the head and the tail, even with many millions of inserted items.
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Figure 2.2: Ziplist Data Structure (List, SortedSet, HashTable)
the middle of a very big list, with an O(N) operation. Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.3 show the
two implementations of list data structure: unlike linkedlist, ziplist uses continuous mem-
ory space, has the constant time complexity O(1) with compact memory structure, but it
pays the cost of memory resizing and movement due to insertion and deletion of entries.
In contrast, with the flexible structure, linkedlist is more efficient for insertion and dele-
tion of entries than ziplist. Given that all data are linked by pointers of listnote, linkedlist
scales nicely for increasing sizes of raw datasets, but it suffers from larger memory con-
sumption. Table 2.2 shows that the maximum memory consumption of one entry of ziplist
is 75+m+(10+n)×g, and an entry of linkedlist is 112+m+(48+n)×g, 37+38×q additional
bytes than an entry of ziplist and q is the number of elements in an entry.
Redis sets are an unordered collection of Strings. It is possible to add, remove, and read
elements in O(1) for hashtable implementation (constant time regardless of the number of
elements contained inside the set). Redis sets have the desirable property of not allowing
repeated members. Adding the same element multiple times will result in a set having a
single copy of this element. An intset is a sorted array of integers as shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.3: List - Linkedlist Data Structure
N). Adding new integers may require a memory reallocation, which can be expensive for
large integer arrays. In contrast, the hashtable implementation simply uses hash function
to construct set structure as shown in Figure 2.5. It offers good performance for large
dataset at the cost of much more memory space than intset. Table 2.2 shows that the
maximum memory consumption of one entry of intset is only 72+m+2×g, compared to
224+m+(48+n)×g for an entry of hashtable, 152+46×q additional bytes per entry.
Redis sortedsets are non repeating collections of Strings. The difference from the Redis
sets is that every member of a sortedset is associated with a score such that the sorted set
is ordered accordingly from the smallest to the largest score. Different members may have
the same scores. Adding, removing, or updating elements can be done in a very fast way
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Figure 2.4: Set - Intset Data Structure
ranges of elements by score or by rank (position) is fast, and so does the access to the
middle of a sorted set. One can use sortedset as a smart list of non repeating elements
to quickly access everything you need: elements in order, fast existence test, fast access
to elements in the middle. Sortedset has two implementations: ziplist and skiplist. ziplist
inevitably suffers from memory reallocation and movement (see the ziplist data structure
in Figure 2.6). Ziplist keeps all entries sorted in a continuous memory space, and almost
every add/remove operation incurs O(log N) search time and O(N) memory movement
time, which is non-negligible overhead. ziplist by design trade its performance for better
memory usage and cache line locality. Alternatively, skiplist has diametrically opposite
design as shown in Figure 2.7: It creates huge number of objects for better search and
update performance. Table 2.2 shows that the maximum memory consumption of one
entry of ziplist is 75+m+(21+n)×g, compared to 296+m+(72+n)×g for an entry of skiplist,
221+51×q more additional bytes per entry.
Redis Hashes are maps between string fields and string values for representing objects
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Figure 2.5: Set - Hashtable Data Structure
we’ve discussed previously.
2.2.4 Memcached Overview
Memcached is a general-purpose distributed memory caching system [1]. It is often used
to speed up dynamic database-driven websites by caching data and objects in DRAM to
improve the performance of reading from an external data source.
Data items in Memcachd are organized in the form of key and value pair with meta-
data. Given the varying sizes of data items, a naive memory allocation scheme could re-
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Figure 2.6: SortedSet - Ziplist Data Structure
combining glibc with slab allocator [76], since glibc alone cannot handle the memory frag-
mentation problems. In Memcachd, the memory is divided into 1MB pages. Each page
is assigned to a slab class, and then is broken down into chunks of a specific size for the
given slab class. Upon the arrival of new data items, a search for the slab class of the best
fit in terms of memory utilization is initiated. If this search fails, a new slab of the class is
allocated from the heap and otherwise the new item is pushed into a chunk in the chosen
slab class. Similarly, when an item is removed from the cache, its space is returned to the
appropriate slab, rather than the heap. Memory is allocated to slab classes based on the
initial workload and its item sizes until the heap is exhausted. Therefore, if the workload
characteristics change significantly after the initial phase, the slab allocation may not be
appropriate for the workload, which can results in memory underutilization. For example,
if the total of data entry with key + value + metadata is 50 bytes, it will go into the slab
class 1 of size 96 bytes by default, resulting in an overhead loss of 46 bytes. Memcached
is by design a memory caching system and thus very simple compared with Redis, since
it only supports key-value pairs without sorting or complex data structures. Also it does
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Figure 2.8: Hash - Ziplist Data Structure
Memcached due to reboot and power outage.
The workflow of storing a key-value entry is as follows: (i) Compute hash code of the
key. (ii) Acquire corresponding bucket lock. (iii) Find the entry with the searched key in
the bucket table; if present, updates the entry accordingly. (iv) Otherwise compute the total
entry size with key + value + metadata. (v) Determine the best-fit slab class by looking for
the closest ceiling entry size based on the given entry size. (vi) By examining the last entries
in the LRU link for this slab class, searching for expired entries. After each unsuccessful
visit, try to allocate the new entry using slab allocator. The search for placement of a new
entry to a slab class continues until all new entries are hosted in memory or Memcached
failed to allocate the entry because Memcached is running out of available memory.
In Memcached, its primary storage algorithm is a hash table, the size of which is power
of two. Bucket index is determined by hash (key) modes the hash table size. Collision
is resolved via separate chaining and new entries are inserted in the front of the collision
chains. Figure 2.10 shows the internal data structure of Memcachd, where hash links put
all key-value pairs with the same hash result on key component together using pointer
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Figure 2.10: Memcached Internal Data Structure
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the correct item. Hash table expansion is realized by allocation of the whole new table of
double size and iteratively moving entries from the old table to the new in background.
The *next and *prev pointers in Figure 2.10 serve different purposes: (1) When the entry
is alive, these pointers are used to build doubly-linked list of LRU entries of some entry
size class. (2) When the entry is free after just being allocated by memory allocator, or
just performed a deletion operation, it will participate a doubly-linked list of free entries.
During entry insertion, if an expired entry is found, it is unlinked from the old hash table
bucket and repositioned in the LRU list; Otherwise, the newly allocated one is unlinked
from the slabclass free entry list and inserted in front of the LRU chain. The overhead of
allocating one entry in Memcached is approximate 72 bytes, including hash table pointers,
*next and *prev pointers, *h next pointer, access time, expiration time, value size, reference
count, key size, flags-and-length string size, entry size class id, and flags.
Memcached stores key and value pairs along with entry structure within a single allo-
cation, reducing memory overhead, improving access locality, lowering memory allocation
pressure (frequency), and reducing fragmentation. However, this may also cause some
problems: First, it is not straightforward to extend Memcached to support diverse data
structures like Redis, because this fundamental design constrains its extension. Second,
with slab allocator, although Memcached no longer needs to allocate memory as frequently
as Redis, the use of slab allocator incurs more computation on memory allocation and leads
to a more rigid memory allocation policy.
2.3 Methodology
In this section we describe the workload design, experimental platform setup, the evaluation
models, and the measurement metrics used for our measurement study.
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2.3.1 Workload Design
YCSB [77] is a popular workload generator for disk-resident key-value systems. Given that
in-memory key-value systems are emerging in recent years, only a few benchmarking tools
support both Redis and Memcached, and unfortunately YCSB does not. In our measure-
ment study, all workloads are generated by Memtier benchmark [78] produced by Redis-
Lab, or GIT KVWR (a Georgia tech key-value workload generator for Redis), developed
by authors using Jedis interacting with Redis. Although Redis provides manifold data struc-
ture options (recall Section 2), none of the benchmarks, including Memtier benchmark can
create workloads to measure the performance for all of them. To address the problem that
Memtier benchmark only supports simple key-value workloads, we develop GIT KVWR
in order to conduct in-depth measurements on memory efficiency and performance impact
of different internal data structures. The detailed settings are as follows: (1) List: Each
record contains 50 entries, the length of each entry is 20B. rpush is adopted as insertion
operation. (2) Set: Each record contains 50 entries, the length of each entry is 20B. sadd
is adopted as insertion operation. (3) SortedSet: Each record contains 50 value-score pairs,
the length of each value is 20B and the score is a double variable. zadd is adopted as in-
sertion operation. (4) Hash: Each record contains 50 fields, each field contains value with
20B. hset is adopted as insertion operation. We want to examine the impact of different
data structures, different record sizes, and different dataset sizes on the performance of
in-memory key-value systems.
Memtier benchmark is used to generate two types of workloads: (1) each record is
100×10 bytes and (2) each record of 1000×10 bytes. The first set of experiments uses the
record size of 1KB and the second set of experiments uses the record size of 10KB. For both
sets of experiments, Memtier benchmark is used to generate 5GB and 10GB workloads,
corresponding to 5,000,000×1KB records and 10,000,000×1KB records respectively.
GIT KVWR is designed for generating workloads to measure the performance of the
manifold data structure options in Redis, since none of the existing benchmarks can create
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workloads for all of them.
Experimental Platform Setup. All experiments were performed on a server platform
with 3.20GHz Intel Core-i5-4460 CPU (4 cores and 4 hyperthreads), which has 32KB L1d
caches, 32KB L1i caches, 256KB L2 cache, and 6144KB L3 caches, 16GB 1600MHz
DDR3 memory, and a Samsung SATA-3 250 GB SSD. Ubuntu 14.04 with Linux kernel
3.19.0-25-generic is installed. We use Redis 3.0.5 standalone mode with default settings,
and Memcached 1.4.25 with the configuration of maximum 1024 connections and maxi-
mum 20480MB (20GB) memory allocation.
2.3.2 Evaluation Models
Our evaluation examines four types of performance overheads commonly observed over
in-memory key-value systems: (i) performance overheads of handling large scale datasets,
(ii) performance overheads of supporting different persistency models, (iii) performance
overheads of supporting different in-memory data structures.
Measuring the overheads of handling large scale datasets. We use the bulk in-
sertion workloads for this type of overhead measurement. For the 5GB (light load) and
10GB (heavy load) workloads generated by Memtier benchmark, we track the throughput
and fine-grained CPU and memory consumptions for three types of activities (user-level,
kernel system level, I/O level) during insertion phase and generate fine-grained system per-
formance statistics using SYSSTAT [79] and Perf [80]. Moreover, we also examine the
memory swapping overheads during bulk insertion of 10GB workloads by allocating only
8GB physical memory. We examine both swap-in and swap-out activities and compare the
physical memory utilization with the amount of swapping memory pages.
Measuring the overheads of different persistency models. Snapshot and logging are
the two popular persistency models. Although it is widely recognized that supporting per-
sistency can introduce performance overheads for in-memory key-value systems, very few
studies the efficiency of different persistency models and how they impact on the perfor-
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mance of different workloads and how they compare with the scenarios of no persistency
support in terms of CPU and memory consumptions. We measure nosave in Redis as no-
persistency support scenario, Snapshot, and three different logging scenarios: AOF-No for
log-deferred, AOF-Everysec for log-periodic, and AOF-Always for log-immediate.
Measuring data structure overheads. First of all, there is no detailed documentation
on internal data structures for Redis and Memcachd. In order to conduct in-depth measure-
ment on overheads of different in-memory data structures and their impact on workload
performance, we go through the source code of both Redis and Memcached in order to
identify and analyse the detailed layout and implementation of different internal data struc-
tures. This allows us to learn about the overhead of each record allocation (recall Figure 2.2
and Figure 2.3 as examples) and analyze different data structure design and overheads mea-
sured. In addition, we also measure the space overhead, the cache overhead, the overhead
of read and write operations on each of the data structures, and the fragmentation overhead
of different data structures. Space overhead is measured by storing 1,000,000, 2,000,000
and 3,000,000 records, each of 1KB in size, into different data structures for each of the
four data structure container types: list, set, sortedset and hash. Caching overhead is
recorded by tracing L1 and Last Level Cache (LLC) miss rate. Since iteration operations
can best reflect the degree of CPU cache line locality, we load 10,000 records of 1KB
each into the containers and measure the benchmark when executing iteration command of
each container. We iterate 10,000 records randomly chosen by GIT KVWR. Iteration com-
mands include: lrange for list, smembers for set, zrange for sortedset, and hgetall for hash.
Read/write operation overhead is measured for both small datasets and large datasets,
since the performance of some data structures and their read and write operations are more
sensitive to the dataset size. Fragmentation of each data structure is measured using
Memtier benchmark, ltrace [81] and Valgrind [82] using the datasets with 1,000,000 and
2,000,000 records of 1KB each. Since Redis and Memcached use different memory al-
locators, we test both glibc and jemalloc to gain deeper understanding of the causes for
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fragmentation by recording and analyzing the memory allocation statistics.
2.3.3 Evaluation Metrics
We collect six system-level and three application-level characteristics from workloads us-
ing SYSSTAT, ltrace, Valgrind, Perf and Redis internal benchmarking commands. These
characteristics collectively reveal the underlying causality details of various performance
overheads, enabling an in-depth understanding of different performance overheads inherent
in the in-memory key-value systems. Concretely, the following different workload charac-
teristics are collected under different workloads, different persistency models, and different
data structures:
CPU utilization (%): Three metrics are used to measure CPU utilization in user space,
kernel space or storage I/O are %user, %system and %iowait, which show the CPU over-
head occurred for performing tasks in user space, kernel space or storage I/O.
Memory and Swap usage (KB): These metrics are measuring the dynamics of memory
usage and swap events per second.
Swap-in and Swap-out (page/sec): These metrics capture the number of page swap-
out events and swap-in events per second, reflecting the overhead of swapping and virtual
memory management during memory shortage.
L1 and Last Level Cache miss rate (%): These metrics refer to the miss rate of L1 and
the miss rate of LLC cache during read operation execution for different data structures,
showing the efficiency of cache line locality.
Memory fragmentation rate: this metric reflects the degree of memory fragmentation,
which is calculated as the amount of memory currently in use divided by the physical
memory actually used (the RSS value).
Heap allocation (byte): we measure both the total amount of memory and the total
number of blocks allocated by application in heap, showing the efficiency of application
memory allocation policy.
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nosave 50206 7.39 21.43 0.66 54522 n/a n/a
dict expansion 46597 7.49 21.52 0.67 58558 n/a n/a
snapshot 49703 32.17 23.4 3.79 168753 n/a n/a
AOF-No 41670 9.88 21.95 2.68 87489 n/a n/a
AOF-No + Rewriting 25419 21.61 24.18 17.27 187148 n/a n/a
AOF-Everysec 41649 9.545 21.51 3.57 88896 n/a n/a
AOF-Everysec + Rewriting 28018 21.89 25.08 18.27 197104 n/a n/a
swapping (10GB)
nosave 46937 10.48 22.7 3.4 50028 245 12939
dict expansion 42335 11 22.86 11.05 46701 171 12646
snapshot 45272 26.04 24.19 23.12 63241 4758 19471
AOF-No 40842 9.62 21.64 10 44654 221 12380
AOF-No + Rewriting 19465 16.43 24.81 28.97 50146 2375 13178
AOF-Everysec 40813 10.02 20.26 7.1 44876 259 12397
AOF-Everysec + Rewriting 19460 16.48 24.73 28.7 50972 2401 13642













non-swapping (5GB) baseline 50611 10.45 20.69 1.51 59337 n/a n/adict expansion 50461 15.16 20.92 1.62 60630 n/a n/a
swapping (10GB) baseline 34250 12.25 20.05 7.61 32978 203 11990dict expansion 13922 6.66 8.61 36.36 13922 2435 13685
Throughput (ops/sec): this metric shows the number of operations per second for a
given workload, reflecting the efficiency of request processing.
Data structure overhead (byte): we measure the maximum and the minimum space
overhead of entry insertion, and these two metrics clearly reflect the space overhead of
different data structures.
Operation execution time (µsec): this metric captures the CPU time of baseline read/write
operation execution for a given data structure under a given workload and dataset, allowing
the performance comparison for different data structures, different datasets and workloads.
2.4 Experimental Results and Analysis
In this section, we provide our measurement results and analysis for four types of perfor-
mance overheads, aiming at gaining an in-depth understanding of how in-memory key-
value systems handle large datasets, persistency support, virtual memory management and
















































































Figure 2.11: The Completion Percent of Load with Different Overhead.
2.4.1 Overhead for Bulk Insertion of Large Datasets
In this set of experiments, we present the measurement results for dictionary expansion
overhead for two scenarios: (i) bulk insertion of dataset within the allocated memory capac-
ity and (ii) bulk insertion of dataset exceeding the allocated memory capacity. One internal
threshold is set in Redis and Memcached for controlling when dictionary expansion is nec-
essary. Once the threshold is met or exceeded, the system will start creating a double-size
hash bucket and gradually moving data from existing bucket to the new one. To understand
the impact of the dictionary expansion overhead on the throughput of Redis workloads, we
measure the throughput of both 5GB and 10GB workloads. Figure 2.12a shows five dents,
showing that the 5GB workload experienced 5 times of dictionary expansion. Table 2.3
shows that the average throughput with dictionary expansion is 46597 ops/sec and the av-
erage throughput without dictionary expansion is 50206. Thus the throughput degradation
due to dictionary expansion is about 7.19% (i.e., 50206-46597)/50206=0.0719).
Another interesting observation from Figure 2.12a is that the Memcachd throughput
is more stable for the same workload, even with dictionary expansion. This is because
Redis is using single thread for request serving, and this single thread has to deal with
both data loading and dictionary expansion. However, Memcached uses multi-threading
for request serving, and dedicates one exclusive expanding thread, always ready to perform
























































































































Figure 2.12: The Throughput of Load with Different Overhead.
the similar rehashing strategy − incremental rehashing, Memcached with multi-threading
solution clearly outperforms Redis with single-thread solution. Table 2.4 presents the av-
erage throughput detail for Memcachd under 5GB (non-swapping) and 10GB (swapping)
workloads.
Figure 2.13a and Figure 2.13b zoom into the dictionary expansion occurence during
the elapse time from 44th to 49th second in Figure 2.12a for both Redis and Memcachd
respectively. We observe that the CPU consumption for the dictionary expansion is negli-
gible, and Table 2.3 gives the detailed CPU utilization of 0.66 and 0.67 without and with
dictionary expansion respectively. However, the CPU utilization of Memcached in Fig-
ure 2.13b is clearly less stable compared to Redis in Figure 2.13a, and the several spikes
for CPU %user level metric shows that the dictionary expansion thread of Memcached is
busy working on the task by consuming more CPU through parallel threads.
From Table 2.3 and Table 2.4, we observe that compared to non-dictionary expansion






















(b) Memcached CPU Utilization
Figure 2.13: The Overhead of Dictionary Expansion.
allocating 6.8% more memory per second for Redis (i.e., (58558-54522)/58558=0.068)
and 2.1% more memory for Memcached (i.e., (60630-59337)/60630=0.021) respectively.
Theoretically, both Redis and Memcached need to create another double-sized hash bucket
for dictionary expansion, which consumes additional memory space. Experimentally, we
see that such memory consumption overhead is very small, but the throughput of Redis
is decreased during dictionary expansion, as shown in Figure 2.12a, leading to allocating
even less memory.
Figure 2.12b shows that with 10GB workloads, the allocated memory of 8GB can no
longer host all the data in memory. When persistency models are turned on, the throughput
performance of all persistency models is decreasing sharply at the elapse time of 125th sec
or so, compared to no persistency support scenario (NoSave). We will analyze the impact
of different persistency models on workload performance in the next subsection.
2.4.2 Overheads of Persistency Models
Snapshot Overhead
Redis performs snapshot from elapse time 55th to 63rd second as shown in Figure 2.12a.
The average throughput overhead is about 1%. The reason for such a small and negligible
overhead is that Redis forks a child process by using copy-on-write for the background
save purpose, thus loading data and snapshotting can run concurrently. As a result, the
performance of snapshot is surprisingly good in Redis. To further understand the overhead





























Figure 2.14: The Overhead of Snapshot.
that snapshotting generates spikes for both CPU %user and CPU %iowait. The spike of
CPU consumption to over 30% in user space shows the changes caused by the background
RDB (snapshot) save process, which is forked from Redis main process, responsible for
writing log files to disk and running in user space. The small spike in CPU %iowait means
that the writing of snapshot files to disk (SSD in our test platform) are causing some I/O
waits compared to the time period with no snapshotting. Another interesting observation
is the sudden increase of memory consumption at 55th second as shown in Figure 2.14b,
which is also caused by the background RDB save process. Although Redis adopts copy-
on-write for eliminating additional memory consumption, the memory change rate is still
significant with 209.51% increase (i.e., (168753-54522)/54522=2.0951). Redis creates a
rioFileIO object, a simple stream-oriented I/O, for RDB file operating. Since buffered I/O
is adopted, such as fwrite(), only upon the invocation of fflush(), any unwritten data in
the stream pointed to by stream is flushed to the kernel buffer, otherwise, these data are
kept in the user space buffer and occupy memory space. Moreover, data stored in kernel
buffer also occupies memory space, because for performance consideration, kernel always
simply copies the data into kernel buffer and gathers up all the dirty buffers, which are
buffers that contain data newer than what is on disk, sorts them and writes them out to disk.




AOF-No means never fsync, and instead relying on the Operating system for flushing log
files. We also refer to this model as log-deferred model. Compared to nosave mode (no
persistency support), recall Figure 2.12a and Table 2.3, we observe that AOF-No incurs
17% throughput degradation (i.e., (50206-41670)/50206=0.17). The AOF file gets bigger
as more write operations are performed, so Redis provides AOF Rewrite to rebuild the AOF
in the background without interrupting its client services. Whenever BGREWRITEAOF is
issued or AOF file is big enough, Redis will generate the shortest sequence of commands
needed to rebuild the current dataset in memory. We call this AOF Rewrite, which happens
from 17th to 20th second and from 41st to 58th second in Figure 2.12a, showing a nearly 50%
throughput degradation using statistics collected in Table 2.3. Since during AOF Rewrite
Redis rewrites all commands into a new temp file, while new commands are stored in
server.aof rewrite buf blocks. The temp file will finally replace the original AOF file and
data stored in server.aof rewrite buf blocks will open the new AOF file as append mode
and insert into the end of it. All these tasks create more computation and I/O cost, resulting
in significant performance degradation. AOF Rewrite combined with dictionary expansion
can make the average throughput even worse as shown during the elapse time duration
from 41st to 58th second in Figure 2.12a. This is also a good example to show that multiple
overheads combined together could lead to seriously worse performance result.
Figure 2.15a and Figure 2.15b further zoom into the overhead of AOF-No. We ob-
serve that AOF-No is not CPU intensive but rather an I/O intensive task. This is because,
according to Table 2.3, its CPU %user increases by 33.69%; CPU %system increases by
2.43%; and CPU %iowait increases by 306.06%. This is because additional operations for
AOF writes (writing server.aof buf data into disk file) leads to more user space computa-
tion. Whenever these writes flushed to disk by operating system, it results in large CPU
%iowait.













































Figure 2.15: The Overhead of AOF-No.
it will generate a huge increase on CPU metrics, especially for CPU %iowait. Redis
forks a separated process for completing AOF Rewrite task, creating more computation
in user space, thus CPU %user increases by 192.42% (i.e., (21.61-7.39)/7.39=1.924). AOF
Rewrite writes data into a temp file independent from AOF file, replace the original AOF
file, and appends data stored in server.aof rewrite buf blocks to the new AOF file, therefore,
these additional I/O operations lead to higher CPU %iowait, which increases 2516.67%
(i.e., (17.27-0.66)/0.66=25.1667).
Now we examine the memory consumption of AOF-No. From Table 2.3, AOF-No allo-
cates 60.47% more memory space than nosave mode (i.e., (87489-54522)/54522=0.6047),
which are needed for storing all executed but not yet persisted commands in server.aof buf.
When AOF-No is combined with AOF rewrite, it allocates 243.25% more memory space
than nosave mode (i.e., (187148-54522)/54522=2.4325), because the mass of I/O oper-
ations created by AOF rewrite occupies huge amount of memory buffer and cache space.
Figure 2.15b shows the memory consumption changes during the following elapse time du-
rations: 2nd-3rd second, 7th-8th second, 17th-20th second, 41st-58th second, and 112th-141st
second.
AOF-Everysec Overhead
The overhead AOF-Everysec is very similar to that of AOF-No, which makes sense since
they both uses almost same AOF code except AOF-Everysec executing fsync() every sec-












































Figure 2.16: The Overhead of AOF-Everysec.
ing flush huge amount of data into disk at a time. The throughput overhead of AOF-
Everysec is about 17%; the throughput overhead of AOF-Everysec+AOF rewrite is about
44.19%. What happened at 61st second in Figure 2.12a is that several tasks, AOF Rewrite,
dictionary expansion, combining server.aof rewrite buf data into AOF file, deleting and re-
naming original AOF file, occur in a very short time leading to serious system performance
degradation. Another potential factor is the shortage of physical memory, which we’ll see
shortly.
The CPU utilization and memory consumption result of AOF-Everysec, shown in Fig-
ure 2.16a and 2.16b, are also similar to AOF-No. The detailed statistics are listed in Table
2.3. We observe that the physical memory is full at 61st second, which is the root cause of
throughput degradation and CPU %iowait spike. Operating system has to swap memory
to disk to provid enough memory space for completing the running tasks. This shows that
the shortage of physical memory can greatly impact the performance of Redis with AOF
persistent model.
2.4.3 Swapping Overhead
We now examine the degree to which swapping may impact on the performance of dictio-
nary expansion, and the performance of snapshot or AOF log based persistency models.
Figure 2.12b shows the workloads of 10GB dataset under the available 8GB memory al-
location, and thus experiencing swapping during the bulk insertion process. Figure 2.17


























































































































































































Figure 2.18: The Overhead of Memcached Dictionary Expansion with Swapping.
swapping activities for dictionary expansion scenarios, the snapshot and AOF log based
persistency models using the 10GB dataset.
For dictionary expansion, the throughput degradation of Redis is about 9.15% com-
pared with non-swapping scenario according to Table 2.3. From Figure 2.12b, the degra-
dation occurs from 177th to 202nd second. More interestingly, the impact of swapping
on Memcached is even bigger, and the throughput degradation of Memcached is about
72.41%, compared with non-swapping scenario, which occurs from 135th till the end as
shown in Figure 2.12b. The throughput of Memcached decreases to about 13,922 ops/sec
by Table 2.3, which is lower than the lowest throughput for the Redis AOF model. From
Figure 2.17c and Figure 2.18c, we make another interesting observation: after the 111th
second, due to the shortage of physical memory, operating system starts to swap-out some
data into disk in order to provide enough memory space for loading in new data. Bulking
loading and dictionary expansion fiercely compete memory resource, thus some swap-out
data probably need to be swapped in by dictionary expansion task. Both Figure 2.17c and
Figure 2.18c show that both Redis and Memcached have to swap-in pages. Because of dif-
ferent memory management policy adopted, Memcached shows a lot more swap-in pages
















































































































































































Figure 2.20: The Overhead of AOF-No with Swapping.
in Figure 2.12b.
For snapshot, the throughput of snapshot with swapping is 45272 and the through-
put of nosave with swapping is 46937. Combining with experiment under non-swapping
condition, we conclude that snapshot consumes very little system resource, and generates
almost same throughput as nosave mode. However, since dictionary expansion seriously
impacts the performance of in-memory key-value systems in both non-swapping and swap-
ping condition, snapshotting while expanding dictionary makes the system slow down, as
shown in Figure 2.12b and Figure 2.19, starting at the elapse time of 177th second. Dur-
ing snapshotting, CPU %iowait increases to about 23.12%, which is more than 600% of
non-swapping scenario. CPU %system slightly increases, since operating system is busy
working on I/O system calls. Due to I/O wait, CPU %user shows a decrease compared with
non-swapping scenario. In Figure 2.19b, the slope of memory changing with swapping is
37.48% of non-swapping case. This is partly caused by the slow swap allocation and the
huge swap-out operations, as shown in Figure 2.19c. Snapshot process needs to iterate ev-
ery key-value pair of each database. When these data were swap-out to disk, the operating
system has to swap them back to memory again for taking snapshot. Moreover, since snap-






































































































Figure 2.21: The Overhead of AOF-Everysec with swapping.
enough memory buffer in both user space and kernel space, thus, according to Table 2.3,
snapshot shows more swap-out and swap-in events compared to nosave and some of the
AOF models with swapping condition.
For AOF-No and AOF-Everysec, similar throughput can be observed. By Table 2.3, the
throughput overhead of AOF-No, AOF-Everysec, AOF-No+rewrite and AOF-Everysec+rewrite
are 12.99%, 13.05%, 58.53%, and 58.54% respectively, compared to nosave with swap-
ping. From Figure 2.12b, Figure 2.20 and Figure 2.21, we observe that AOF rewrite process
is very memory consuming and the physical memory is full at the 80th second. Also the
throughput becomes unstable from 80th to 119th second. After 119th seconds, AOF rewrite
starts running till the end, the memory is totally full at the 119th second, and AOF rewrite
requires huge amount of memory that OS cannot provide immediately. Thus, Figure 2.12b
shows a sharp decrease of throughput at 119th second. Moreover, since AOF rewrite job
includes large amount of read and write operations, operating system has to swap-in and
swap-out constantly as shown in Figure 2.20c and Figure 2.21c, leading to memory thrash-
ing, which seriously worsens the system performance.
The insight we gained from this set of experiments is four folds. First, adding one ad-
ditional thread dedicated to dictionary expansion could improve throughput for in-memory
key-value systems like Redis. Second, AOF-Rewrite is a CPU and memory intensive task,
which results in obvious degradation of system performance. If swapping also occurs, it
can generate severely worse throughput. Third, swapping seriously impacts on the perfor-
mance of Memcached. Finally, snapshot based persistency model in comparison shows the
best throughput performance compared with other persistent models for both non-swapping
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Table 2.5: Overhead of Different Data Structure - 1
Container DataStructure

















List ziplist 1,368,895,696 1,052,745,971 1,396,000,023 7.15% 9.48%linkedlist 4,136,895,488 1,070,888,920 1,396,000,023 8.30% 10.42%
Set intset 600,894,208 477,888,736 1,444,999,448 7.05% 7.94%hashtable 5,122,687,312 1,084,888,464 1,444,999,423 6.73% 10.86%
SortedSet ziplist 2,229,839,464 904,183,753 2,553,617,665 7.92% 9.33%skiplist 8,051,753,632 1,928,523,295 2,553,611,249 8.36% 11.14%
Hash ziplist 1,880,895,488 1,266,746,967 2,037,000,023 6.94% 10.12%hashtable 6,552,895,488 1,452,401,409 2,037,000,023 7.09% 14.57%










List ziplist 75+m+ (2+n)*g 75+m+ (10+n)*g 1.01 1.05linkedlist 112+(48+n)*g+m 112+(48+n)*g+m 1.02 1.27
Set intset 72+m+2*g 72+m+2*g 1.03 1.1hashtable 192+(48+n)*g+m 224+(48+n)*g+m 1.03 1.25
SortedSet ziplist 75+(5+n)*g+m 75+(21+n)*g+m 1.02 1.03skiplist 264+(72+n)*g+m 296+(72+n)*g+m 1.02 1.25
Hash ziplist 75+m+ (4+n+k)*g 75+m+ (20+n+k)*g 1.03 1.03hashtable 192+(72+k+n)*g+m 224+(72+k+n)*g+m 1.03 1.22
and swapping workloads.
2.4.4 Overhead of Different Data Structures
We examine four types of overheads for different data structures: memory space overhead,
cache overhead, read/write operation overhead and fragmentation.
Space Overhead
For the same dataset, the memory space allocated by linkedlist is 3.02 times of the size
of ziplist. By using the compact internal structure, ziplist saves lots of physical memory.
Although linkedlist is more flexible for insertion and deletion operations, it uses several
additional data structures. For example, each entry has to allocate at least additional 83
bytes for list data structure. This space overhead is serious when storing lots of small
records.
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Given that AOF file stores execution commands, the AOF file size for different data
structures are the same as long as they are using the same command to store data. In
contrast, RDB file is a compressed binary file, which stores database information, key-
value pair data and encoding information. The size of RDB file depends on which data
structure we use. By using a compressed log file, it saves considerable disk space, even if a
memory consuming data structure is used. For example, Figure 2.22a shows that the size of
linkedlist RDB file is only 25.87% of its memory allocation. These design principles also
apply to set, sortedset and hash.
For intset and hashtable comparison, we only store integer values, as this will maximize
the space overhead difference between intset and hashtable. Intset memory allocation is
only 11.73% of hashtable. Since intset uses integer array to store all values, extremely
reducing the memory size. Thus, intset is one ideal container for keeping pure integer data.
Conversely, hashtable doesn’t support integer storage, instead everything is stored as char,
thus the space overhead is even bigger, especially for long numbers, because every digit
occupies one byte in hashtable, but in intset, whole number merely occupies two bytes.
Intset AOF file is even 2.4 times bigger than its memory allocation (Figure 2.22b), from
another perspective this proves that using integer array can efficiently save memory space.
Data Structure of skiplist (recall Figure 2.7) shows its complexity. It can be viewed
as a combination of hashtable and skiplist to enhance both search and sort performance.
However, the drawback is obvious on its high memory consumption. It occupies 7.50GB
for 1GB raw dataset (see Figure 2.22c), which is highest memory allocation among all data
structures supported by Redis.
In comparison, ziplist is a good choice, since for 1GB dataset, it only occupies 2.08GB
memory. Ziplist can be used as list, sortedset and hash. For hash, ziplist is used in a way
similar to sortedset. The only different is that it uses the position of storing score to store
keys. Thus, key-value pairs are stored in continuous memory space, efficiently reducing








































































(d) Hash (Ziplist & Hashtable)
Figure 2.22: Memory and Storage Consumption of Different Data Structures.
hashtable, although it has great search performance, it consumes too much space. For 1GB
raw dataset, it occupies about 6.10GB memory (Figure 2.22d), 6 times of the raw dataset
size.
Given that Memcached only supports simple key-value pairs, we can only compare
space overhead between Redis and Memcached by storing dataset of simple key-value
pairs. Figure 2.23a shows that Memcached uses 1.26% and 1.30% more memory than Re-
dis for loading 1,000,000 and 2,000,000 dataset records generated by memtier benchmark,
each record is 1KB.
Caching Overhead
Caching locality is one of key factors when designing system data structure since main
memory reference is 200× lower than L1 cache reference. Array like data structures, ziplist
and intset, are contiguous memory blocks, so large chunks of them will be loaded into the
cache upon first access. This makes it comparatively quick to access future elements of the
array. linkedlist, hashtable, and skiplist on the other hand aren’t necessarily in contiguous











































Figure 2.23: Space and Cache Comparison Between Redis and Memcached.
We measured L1-dcache and LLC miss rate of Redis, as shown in Table 2.6. ziplist beats
all competitors, linkedlist for list, skiplist for sortedset, and hashtable for hash. Since the
huge latency between L1 cache reference and main memory reference, although ziplist is
slow on searching, better cache locality design could compensate it in some degree. Thus
what you lost in terms of scanning the aggregates containing N elements, you win back
because of better locality. This advantage could be magnified for small datasets.
Intset is another data structure better using cache locality. Even though it greatly re-
duces the memory allocation by using integer array, this using coincidently could also
benefit for its performance. In our experiment, the L1 data cache miss rate of intset is
similar as hashtable, but the Last Level Cache miss rate is 26.89% smaller. The result
shows that array structure does better use CPU cache locality. But this advantage only
works well for iteration operations, since intset is implemented as a sorted integer array,
add/remove/search operations have to operate data in a binary search way, reducing the
benefits of CPU cache locality.
We also compared cache miss rate of both Redis and Memcached. For the same reason,
we only measured the simple key-value pairs dataset. As shown in Figure 2.23b, they
generate very similar miss rate of both L1 and LLC.
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Table 2.7: Operation Performance (all results are average CPU time (usec) consumed by
commands)
Dataset-1 (each record = 100 × 10byte) Dataset-2 (each record = 1000 × 10byte)
List Data Structure rpush rpop lpush lpop lrange rpush rpop lpush lpop lrange
ziplist 0.8 0.84 1.01 1.07 5.04 0.93 1.01 2.91 2.92 45.5
linkedlist 0.63 1 0.65 0.98 4.84 0.69 1.21 0.69 1.12 38.44
Set Data Structure sadd scard smembers sismember srem sadd scard smembers sismember srem
intset 1.01 0.52 13.98 0.73 0.85 1.82 0.66 114.61 1.02 1.59
hashtable 1.28 0.56 28.33 1.23 1.11 1.12 0.69 238.21 1.1 0.97
SortedSet Data Structure zadd zrem zrange zrank zscore zadd zrem zrange zrank zscore
ziplist 3.11 2.63 5.91 1.91 3.74 14.36 15.67 55.08 10.92 12.34
skiplist 1.73 1.64 9.92 1.95 2.71 2.02 2.41 84.98 2.88 2.9
Hash Data Structure hset hget hgetall hdel hexists hset hget hgetall hdel hexists
ziplist 2.33 1.49 10.29 1.94 1.99 15.33 7.13 152.89 11.19 14.95
hashtable 1.67 1.32 15.25 1.42 1.16 1.19 1.01 204.36 1.32 1.18
Read/Write Operation Performance
Different data structures have their own pros and cons. Table 2.7 compares various data
structures with read/write operations. For list data structures, we mesured the performance
of push/pop operation on both left-side and right-side, since ziplist shows maximum 3
times performance variation on different side operation, which is caused by the internal
design of ziplist. For set data structures, we found that performance of intset operations is
sensitive to the size of dataset, unlike hashtalbe. For sortedset data structures, we tested
the add, remove, check, and iterate operations, showing that skiplist outperfoms ziplist
for all operations except iterate operation, since the continuous memory structure makes
ziplist better suited for scanning records. For hash data structures, we benchmarked set, get,
remove, and iterate operations, showing that hashtalbe always keeps excellent performance
for expanding dictionary.
Concretely, as shown in Table 2.7, for the list operation performance experiment, push
operation of linkedlist is always faster than ziplist. Since every push and pop operation
requires a reallocation of the memory used by the ziplist, the actual complexity is related to
the amount of memory used by the ziplist. However, linkedlist push and pop operation sim-
ply add or remove listnode and update pointers, leading to faster and constant speed. This
also explains why ziplist push and pop operation is slower in the Dataset-2 experiment
where each record is 1000× 10 bytes instead of 100× 10 bytes in the Dataset-1 experi-
ment, while linkedlist shows steady performance as the changing of dataset. Ziplist lpush
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and lpop are obviously slower than rpush and rpop, even serious in Dataset-2 experiment.
The reason is that inserting new entry at the beginning of ziplist needs additional mem-
ory movement by using memmove, providing enough space for new entry, the overhead of
which depends on the length of datasets. For lrange-iternation operation, both ziplist and
linkedlist show good and similar number. Ziplist uses continuous memory space to store
entries. Every entry knows the length of the previous entry, by which it can iterate from
the end of ziplist to the beginning. This structure is very similar as linkedlist, which is why
they both show close benchmarks. In summary, linkedlist performs well for both experi-
ments, the performance has nearly no connection with dataset size except lrange operation.
Since ziplist needs additional time to move memory, it shows worse result as the increasing
number of entries, especially for lpush and lpop operations.
In set operation performance experiment (Table 2.7), intset outperforms hashtable for
every operation benchmark in Dataset-1 experiment, showing that intset is a good candidate
for small dataset. However, in Dataset-2 experiment, we see a performance degradation of
intset, while hashtable almost is insensitive to the amount of entries. The reason why intset
is slower in the second experiment is that intset is implemented as a sorted integer array,
whose complexity is O(log N), which means if the newly added/removed entry is not at
the rear of array, intset has to not only resize the array, but also adjust the position of rest
entries in order to guarantee the ordered structure of itself. Therefore, the more entries
the more time spent for sadd, srem and sismember operations. For better performance and
less collision of hash, Redis keeps expanding the bucket of dictionary. This experiment
shows the benefit of dictionary expansion. Although more entries in Dataset-2, hashtable
shows better sadd/srem/sismember benchmarks, since Redis rehashed the dictionary in or-
der to provide nearly constant performance. The continuous memory allocation design
helps intset beat hashtable for iteration (smembers) benchmark.
In sortedset operation performance experiment (Table 2.7), considering the structure
of ziplist, zadd, zrem, zrank or zscore needs to iterate the whole ziplist O(N) until finding
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the correct position to operate, which means the more entries the more runtime. Skiplist
however can directly get score value through dictionary searching in O(1) and then cal-
culate rank through searching skiplist, which is very fast compared with ziplist. Skiplist
adds/removes entries by using efficient skiplist structure, which is good at sorted set.
Through both experimental result, we can find that it always performs very good bench-
mark, even if dataset increases. Again, continuous memory allocation and good cache
locality make ziplist outperform skiplist for zrange-iteration operation in Dataset-1 experi-
ment, however, ziplist has one apparent drawback, slow locating start entry. It has to spend
O(N) time to locate, comparing with skiplist’s O(log N) locating algorithm, this is very
slow. Thus, ziplist’s good performance merely works for small dataset. The slowness of
zadd and zrem of ziplist is also partially caused by reallocation of memory, the more en-
tries the more time spent for reallocating memory and moving entries. As such, a great
performance decrease is found in Dataset-2 experiment.
In Hash operation performance experiment (Table 2.7), ziplist is very dataset sensitive,
but hashtable is not. Hset, hget, hdel and hexists of ziplist all need iterating the whole zi-
plist until finding the entry, thus these operations are very time consuming. As the number
of entries increasing, ziplist shows performance degradation. However, hashtable performs
steadily since it only needs to update memory space for the entry operated. Even for very
large datasets, hashtable can also shows excellent result. Like we discussed in set opera-
tion performance experiment, by dynamically adjusting the bucket of dictionary, hashtable
always keeps good benchmark. Hashtable is even faster in Dataset-2, which is 10 times
bigger than Dataset-1.
Finally, we compare Redis and Memcached by using set and get operation. Figure 2.24
shows the results. Redis and Memcached show almost the same get benchmarks and output
are quite stable. The performance difference is only 0.0059%. However, the unstable set
throughput of Redis is caused by dictionary expansion and its single thread design. It is


















Figure 2.24: set/get Performance of Redis and Memcached
without dictionary expansion. But when dictionary expansion occurs, Memcached out-
performs Redis on set operation by 1.08%. Clearly, optimization for dictionary expansion,
such as using a dedicated thread, is critical for improving throughput performance of Redis.
Fragmentation
We now measure the degree of fragmentation for Redis and Memcached memory allo-
cators, jemalloc and glibc. Recall Table 2.6, jemalloc shows stronger ability of solving
fragmentation than glibc, nearly reaching the upper bound of the best result. The average
of fragmentation for all 8 data structures is 1.02, whereas the average of fragmentation
by glibc is 1.15. This is an important reason of why Redis changed its default memory
allocator to jemalloc since version 2.4.
Another observation is that ziplist and intset shows better fragmentation result than
hashtable, skiplist, and linkedlist. Contiguous-memory allocation minimizes internal frag-
mentation at the expense of possible external fragmentation, ziplist and intset are data struc-
tures like this. Since the physical memory in our experimental environment is big enough
for dataset, the external fragmentation is not obvious. Every time adding or removing en-
tries from ziplist or intset, Redis resizes the contiguous memory space first and then moves
all impacted entries to the correct position in order to guarantee the sequence and memory
continuity. However, other data structures just simply allocate and deallocate as they want,
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Table 2.8: Heap Measurement - 1
key-value system Memory Usage Memory Wasted
Redis1,000,000 records 1,180,042,265 na
Memcached 1,000,000 records 1,195,074,650 102,131,302
Redis 2,000,000 records 2,356,863,304 na
Memcached 2,000,000 records 2,388,001,817 203,214,028



















Redis1,000,000 records 1,271,538,266 7,013,016 1,112,739,857 4,011,659 7,001,265 3,000,691 181
Memcached 1,000,000 records 1,201,184,070 1,287 1,193,318,638 1,276 1,136 4 933320
Redis 2,000,000 records 2,547,742,990 14,013,327 2,226,148,187 8,011,918 14,002,762 6,001,225 181
Memcached 2,000,000 records 2,402,036,870 2,418 2,385,782,830 2,406 2,266 5 993398
leading to scattered data blocks. Therefore, the using of contiguous-memory leads better
fragmentation result.
Next, we measure the heap allocation for comparing the fragmentation of Redis and
Memcached as shown in Table 2.9.
The total allocation for Redis is slightly larger than that of Memcached, since Redis
uses lots of structs representing different intermediate objects, which is relatively more
complex than Memcached. However, Redis releases 7.19% (1,000,000 records test) and
7.49% (2,000,000 records test) memory during its runtime and Memcached only releases
0.58% (1,000,000 and 2,000,000 records test), thus the final memory usages of both are
almost the same. As a result, Memcached uses 1.27% (1,000,000 records test) and 1.32%
(2,000,000 records test) more memory than Redis.
Without using jemalloc, Memcached minimizes fragmentation by avoiding arbitrarily
sized entry allocations. It predefines several dozens of size classes, called slabclasses.
The storage is broken up into 1MB pages. Each page is then assigned into slab classes
as necessary, then cut into chunks of a specific size for that slab class. When storing
items, they are pushed into the slab class of the nearest fit. Comparatively, every insertion
operation needs malloc( ), leading Redis generates 6000× more malloc( ) function calls
than Memcached. Moreover, since Redis and Memcached both have similar memory usage
and Redis allocates 5449 (1,000,000 records test) and 5795 (2,000,000 records test) times
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more memory blocks than Memcached, it shows that Redis allocates lots of small memory
blocks and however Memcached allocates only huge blocks. The average block size of
Redis is 181 (both tests) bytes and that of Memcached is 933320 (1,000,000 records test)
993398 (2,000,000 records test) bytes, showing a totally different memory management
strategy between Redis and Memcached.
By measuring memory usage results, Redis indeed occupies less memory space. In the
latest version of Memcached, the chunk size growth follows exponential rate of 1.25, so
the slabs size will be 96, 120, 152, and so forth. This means that the space waste is close to
8.5% by using slab allocator. Given that the unused memory in slab class is still available
for Memcached to use in the future. Thus, we conclude that Memcached achieves as good
fragmentation as Redis does.
From this set of experiment, we make the following important observations: (1) Array-
like structure makes ziplist and intset good for memory consumption and cache locality at
the expense of low performance for big dataset. (2) The operation performance is really
related to specific data structure and workload. (3) The performance of right-side opera-
tions (rpush, rpop) of ziplist are always better than that of left-side operations (lpush, lpop).
(4) Thanks to dictionary expansion, hashtable might even show better performance with
bigger dataset. (5) skiplist is a lot faster than ziplist for large datasets, such gap cannot
be compensated by the use of continuous memory space. (6) By using different memory
management policy, jemalloc vs. slab allocator and arbitrary allocation vs. pre-allocation,
both Redis and Memcached achieve good performance while reducing the fragmentation.
2.5 Related Work
We are aware of two existing experimental studies of in-memory key-value systems [83,
84], but none has examined whether and how much the overhead of data structure and
internal tasks may impact on the efficiency of using memory and the performance of in-
memory systems. Furthermore, [83] only considers two experimental metrics, while [84]
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lacks comprehensive experimental result for all combination of data structures and system
overhead. Finally, neither study considers the system that we include, Redis.
Although the study of the performance of in-memory key-value system has received
only little attention, there are a number of related studies focusing on memory optimiza-
tion that can shed light on the relevance of this work and its methodology. MICA [72]
highlights its new data structures-circular logs, lossy concurrent hash indexes, and bulk
chaining-handle both read and write intensive workloads at low overhead, since it exploits
cache semantics to provide fast writes and simple memory management. By providing data
structures and access methods specifically designed for storing, searching, and process-
ing data in main memory, IBM solidDB [85] outperforms ordinary disk-based databases
even when the latter have data fully cached in memory. MemC3 [86] presents optimistic
hashing, compact CLOCK-based eviction algorithm and optimistic locking in order to pro-
vide higher throughput using significantly less memory and computation. SILT [87] de-
signs and implements three basic key-value stores that uses new fast and compact indexing
data structures, each of which places different emphasis on memory-efficiency and write-
friendliness. By synthesizing these basic stores, SILT could balance the use of memory,
storage, and computation to craft a memory-efficient, high-performance key value store.
Finally, there are multiple studies offering the optimization in production - Facebook’s
Memcache [88] and Twitter’s Twemcache [89].
2.6 Conclusion
We have presented a performance evaluation and analysis of in-memory key-value sys-
tems. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first in-depth measurement study on critical
performance and design properties of in-memory key-value systems, such as the use of
different internal data structures, different persistency models and different policies for
memory allocators. We measure a number of typical overheads such as memory space,
caching, read/write operation performance, fragmentation, and workload throughput per-
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formance, to illustrate the impact of different data structures and persistency models on the
throughput performance of in-memory key-value systems. We conjecture that the multiple
factors on memory efficiency will provide system designers and big data users with a bet-
ter understanding on how to configure and tune the in-memory key-value systems for high
throughput performances under different workloads and internal data structures.
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CHAPTER 3
EFFICIENT VM EXECUTION WITH FASTSWAP
Many big data applications are memory-intensive workloads and perform iterative analytics
algorithms. When the dataset used in each iteration of the analytic job exceeds the phys-
ical memory of their allocation, this type of workloads suffers from serious performance
degradation or experience out of memory error. Existing proposals focus on estimating
working set size for accurate resource allocation of executors, but lack of desired efficiency
and transparency. This chapter presents an efficient shared-memory based memory paging
service, called FastSwap. The design of FastSwap makes a number of original contribu-
tions. First, FastSwap improves VM memory swapping performance by leveraging idle
host memory and redirecting the VM swapping traffic to the host-guest compressed shared
memory swap area. Second, FastSwap develops a compressed swap page table as an effi-
cient index structure to provide high utilization of shared memory swap area through sup-
porting multi-granularity of compression factors. Third, FastSwap provides hybrid swap-
out and proactive swap-in to further improve the performance of shared memory swapping.
Finally, FastSwap is by design light-weighted and non-intrusive. We evaluate FastSwap
using a set of well-known big data analytics workloads and benchmarks, such as Spark,
Redis, HiBench, SparkBench and YCSB. The results show that FastSwap offers up to two
orders of magnitude performance improvements over existing memory swapping methods
and more than four orders of magnitude faster than conventional disk based VM swapping
facility.
3.1 Introduction
The growth rate of big data in cyberspace continues to outpace both hardware and software
technologies. Many machine learning algorithms and data analytics jobs experience tem-
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Figure 3.1: Logistic Regression Swapping
poral memory usage variations across virtual machines or executors on the same machine
and across a cluster. In virtualized clouds, the analytics workloads enjoy optimal perfor-
mance when their data can fully fit into the physical memory allocated prior to runtime.
However, when the data exceeds the allocated physical memory of the analytic compu-
tation, the applications will experience serious performance degradation due to excessive
memory swapping, which may lead to out of memory error, even though the host machine
has enough free memory. Figure 3.1a and Figure 3.1b show periodic burst of memory
swapping events during each iteration of the logic regression workloads, because the input
dataset cannot fully fit into the available physical memory and some portions of the dataset
are stored in the swap backing storage on the disk swap partition of the OS while keeping
their memory foot-print through the conventional OS virtual memory facility.
Figure 3.1a shows the VM swapping events of the LR workload with 5 million sam-
ples during data loading and the swap-out events are the dominating swap traffic. Fig-
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ure 3.1b shows the VM swapping events for the subsequent 10 iterations and the swap-in
traffic dominates with relatively moderate amount of swap-out events during each iteration,
showing periodic patterns of VM memory swapping traffic.
Existing Solutions. Several solutions have been proposed to address the VM memory
pressure problem. The balloon driver is proposed [31, 32] as a dynamic memory balancing
mechanism for efficiently moving memory from one VM to another via host with infla-
tion and deflation operations. However, when to start ballooning and how much memory
ballooning is adequate have been a challenging problem and rely on manual administra-
tion. Several existing efforts propose to estimate the working set size of each VM at run
time and add or remove additional memory dynamically based on its estimated memory
demands [90, 7, 8, 10]. However, recent study [91] has shown that accurate estimation
of VM working set size is difficult under changing workloads. Consequently, any delay
in VM memory consolidation, such as ballooning, can cause the VM under memory pres-
sure to experience increased memory swapping events when the application cannot fit their
working set fully in its allocated physical memory. Excessive memory swapping can lead
to serious performance degradation for applications, which may suffer out of memory in-
duced system crash due to high latency swapping events induced timeout.
Figure 3.2 shows some experimental results of Redis [2] (a popular main-memory
key-value system). The dataset uploaded to Redis is slightly larger than the VM physical
memory allocated at VM initialization time, and Redis transparently stores some data in
the form of swap-out pages on external swap storage (e.g., disk in conventional OS). A
Redis client is running a key-value workload of 50% uniform read and 50% uniform write
generated by YCSB [77]. It is observed from Figure 3.2 that the throughput of Redis server
is increasing during the first 10 seconds, because all its data access is served in memory and
there is no memory swap. However, as soon as Redis has to access the portion of its dataset
that are not residing in its physical memory, the Redis server experiences drastic throughput
degradation due to heavy memory swapping events. At the 15th second, the balloon driver
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Figure 3.2: Effect of VM Swapping on Redis Performance
is turned on and it takes only a couple of seconds to balloon 4GB memory from host to
VM even when the CPU utilization on both the VM and the host is at 60%-80%. This
figure also shows two interesting facts: (1) The Redis server starts swap-in pages at the
18th second (when its memory is inflated via ballooning, and the Redis performance is
recovering slowly. (2) Even with sufficient memory, Redis still takes more than 60 seconds
to recover to its normal performance. We observe that this is mainly due to the large number
of page-fault triggered swap-in operations and the series of disk I/Os to read data from disk
swap area to the Redis working memory.
Contributions of the FastSwap. We have shown through experiments two important
observations. First, big data analytic workloads often experience memory swapping events
when their datasets cannot fully fit into the physical memory allocated (recall Figure 3.1a
and Figure 3.1b). Second, applications (e.g., Redis) suffer from performance degrada-
tion when their working set no longer fully fit into the physical memory even when other
VMs on the same host have unused idle memory (recall Figure 3.2). Even after sufficient
memory is ballooned from host to the VM, the performance of application takes time to
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recover to its peak performance due to slow and inefficient memory swap-in operations.
In this chapter, we address these problems by presenting FastSwap, a host-coordinated
shared memory swapper with multi-granularity compression on memory swap pages. We
show that FastSwap can significantly improve the runtime performance of big data analyt-
ics workloads in virtualized Clouds. The design of FastSwap is original in three aspects:
• FastSwap provides an efficient and transparent memory sharing mechanism by creating
a shared memory based swap area between the host and its VMs. This shared memory
mechanism can effectively leverage idle memory present in the host or the other VMs on
the host and speed up the VM memory swapping performance by minimizing or avoiding
the high overhead of disk I/O for memory swapping on guest VMs.
• FastSwap improves both memory swap-out and swap-in performance by introducing a
suite of shared memory optimizations. (1) FastSwap compresses swap-out pages before
placing them in the shared memory or disk swap area and decompresses swap-in pages
before making them available for VM execution. (2) FastSwap supports four different
compression ratios to group compressed pages into four compressed page groups: 512B,
1KB, 2KB and 4KB. (3) FastSwap implements a compressed swap page table as an effi-
cient index structure to enable fast lookup of compressed pages in four granularity groups
from its swap partitions. This index enables high compression ratio and fast VM swapping
for many big data applications.
• FastSwap provides a hybrid swap-out scheme to handle the situation of limited shared
memory for VM memory paging, which redirect memory swapping to shared memory
first and then managing the remaining swapping out traffic on the slower external backing
storage such as disk swap partition. In addition, FastSwap provides a two-level proactive
batch swap-in facility to speed up the performance of VM memory swap-in operations in
the presence of sufficient shared memory.
The first prototype of FastSwap is implemented on KVM platform [92]. We evaluate
the performance of FastSwap using a set of big data analytics applications and bench-
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marks, such as Redis, Spark, HiBench, SparkBench and YCSB. We show that compared
to conventional VM memory management in conventional virtualized Cloud, which allo-
cates memory at VM initialization and shares nothing during VM execution, FastSwap can
effectively and transparently improve application performance by creating and managing
shared memory among hosted VMs. For example, FastSwap can speed up the Redis exe-
cution throughput by 516x and improves the Spark runtime by 8.73x by leveraging unused
host memory present in other VMs when the applications are experiencing high memory
pressure. FastSwap is open sourced on https://github.com/git-disl/FastSwap. The initial
test results from several external collaborators show consistent performance gains across
both big data driven No-SQL systems and big data driven machine learning workloads.
3.2 Design Overview
The system architecture of FastSwap consists of four core functional components as shown
in Figure 4.3:
• Dynamic Shared Memory Management. A piece of shared memory is pre-allocated in
the host and shared by multiple VMs as their swap areas. This shared memory is equally
divided into small chunks. Each chunk is dynamically assigned to and revoked from a
VM based on its swap traffic, enabling dynamic shared memory consolidation.
• Hybrid Swap-out. When the amount of shared memory can not hold all the memory
pages swapped out from a VM, FastSwap uses shared memory swap area as the fast pri-
mary swap partition and resort to the secondary storage swap partition for least recently
swap-out pages. This functionality improves the overall VM swapping performance even
when a small amount of host idle memory can be leveraged as the shared memory swap
area.
• Two Level Proactive Swap-in. FastSwap improves page fault triggered swap-in perfor-
mance by two level proactive batch swap-in: (i) the first level is a threshold controlled
batch swap-in scheme, enabling VM to proactively swap-in all pages or a threshold of
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Figure 3.3: FastSwap System Architecture
pages as a batch from the shared memory swap partition to the VM main memory; and
(ii) the second level is an opportunistic batch swap-in scheme, which minimizes the costly
page faults and enables fast recovery of application performance when sufficient memory
is made available to the VM under memory pressure.
• Multi-granularity Compression of Shared Memory.
FastSwap by design compresses all swap-out pages before placing them into the proper
swap partition. Similarly, all swap-in pages will be decompressed first before returning
them to the application’s working memory. To further improve the shared memory utiliza-
tion, FastSwap designs an effective multi-granularity scheme for compression of memory
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Figure 3.4: Data Granularity
swap pages. This is motivated by the argument that the efficacy of compression approach
mainly depends on two factors, compressibility of data and choice of data granularity [93,
94].
Figure 3.4 shows the compression of the memory pages using two popular compression
algorithms LZO-1X [95] and LZ4 [96] for four applications: Linux 4.1.0 kernel compila-
tion, MUMmer 3.0, QuickSort algorithm with 20 million random number and Redis 3.0.7
with random workload generated by YCSB. We observe that the percentage of memory
pages in different compression size groups varies significantly by the two compression al-
gorithms and also varies from application to application, leading to different compression
ratios. These observations motivate us to carefully select a memory compression algo-
rithm with high compression ratio and to design a multi-granularity swap page compression
scheme.
There are two alternative ways to implement the host-coordinated shared memory swap-
ping: (i) swapping to host ramdisk and (ii) swapping to host-guest shared memory.
Ramdisk based Swapping builds a ramdisk for a VM in the host memory and mount-
ing this ramdisk as the swapping area of the guest VM. Each ramdisk can be mounted to
a different VM at different times based on the swapping demands of the guest VMs. The
ramdisk approach is simple and requires no guest kernel modification. However, ramdisk
solution has some inherent performance limitations. Although the ramdisk is residing in
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the host memory, it is still used by the guest VM as a block device. As a result, certain
overheads that are applicable to disk I/O also apply to ramdisk I/O. For example, a disk
I/O request from the application running on a guest VM will first go through the guest OS
kernel before the request and the I/O data are copied from the guest kernel to the host OS
kernel. Hence, when a guest VM swaps its memory pages to a mounted ramdisk, it suf-
fers from two major sources of overhead: the frequent context switch and the data copying
between the host user space and host kernel space.
Shared Memory based Swapping is designed and implemented in FastSwap: a mem-
ory region provided by the host is mapped into the guest VM address space and used as the
host-guest shared swapping area for the guest VM. As a part of the system initialization, a
shared memory region is divided into multiple elastic memory pools, with each correspond-
ing to a specific VM. Each pool is again divided into slabs with a pre-configured slab size.
A pool manager at host performs two main tasks: (i) maintaining the mapping between
the page offset in the VM swap area and the address in the corresponding shared memory
pool, and (ii) dynamically adjusting the size of each VM pool by allocating or deallocating
a slab from the host shared memory. The pages in the shared memory are categorized into
three types: active pages refer to ones being used by the VMs as their swapping destina-
tion, inactive pages are those allocated to some pool but has not being used yet, and idle
pages indicate those shared memory pages that do not belong to any pool. The kswapd as
a default kernel daemon is responsible for memory page swap-in and swap-out. The swap
redirector intercepts and redirects the swap in/out pages from/to the VM shared memory
area. The FastSwap shared memory approach delivers up to 1.7 times faster performance
than the Ramdisk solution on Redis, Spark and several benchmark workloads [97] without
any modifications to user applications and the OSes.
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3.3 Memory Swap Page Compression
In the first prototype of FastSwap, we maintain four fastswap pools to support four com-
pressed page groups, each is represented by a linked list with the Pool Header as the start
node of pool, and each member of the list corresponds to a shared memory page. For ex-
ample, the BUD Header that belongs to 512B pool will manage a 4K page that has 8 slots
to store eight 512B compressed pages. Every time we put one compressed page in, the
available slot reduces by one and the occupied slot is recorded. When there is no more
BUD Header in the free list, a new BUD Header will be created and one free shared mem-
ory page will be assigned to it. FastSwap has a global pointer that keeps track of all used
shared memory pages. Pool Header contains two pointers, one points to full list and the
other points to free list. We maintain an LRU list for each pool. Whenever one BUD Header
is updated, such as adding or deleting a slot, this BUD Header will delete itself from the
current LRU and re-insert itself to the beginning of this LRU list. By maintaining four
pools separately, four fastswap pools can work concurrently to improve the throughput of
VM memory swapping.
A FastSwap store operation is invoked when a page is selected for swapping-out by
the guest OS. FastSwap intercepts the page using the swap writepage(). The operation
begins by compressing the page into a temporary buffer in order to know which one of
the four compressed page-groups this compressed page should belong to. Based on the
compressed size, FastSwap chooses one of the four compression granularity pools, which
is most suitable for holding the compressed swap page. If the free list in the pool is not
empty, then we get the free slot address by reading BUD Header meta data. Otherwise,
allocating a new BUD Header, linking it to the free list, assigning it a new free shared
memory page, and have temporary buffer copied into the corrected slot address.
A FastSwap load operation is invoked when a page fault is triggered to swap-in a page

































Figure 3.5: Swap Page Compression Index Table
is intercepted by FastSwap in swap readpage(). The swap entry contains the page infor-
mation needed to look up the swap page table entry in Swap Page Compression Index
Table. Once the entry is located, the address of that compressed page can be read by
swap page table entry. Finally, the data is decompressed directly into the page allocated
by the page fault event and the BUD Header containing the page updates its LRU status
by putting it to the top of the LRU list (most recent one). When the shared memory is
insufficient, FastSwap invokes the hybrid swap out algorithm (see Section 3.4 for detail).
To support efficient lookup of compressed swap pages, we create and maintain the Swap
Page Compression Index Table (SPCIT) with meta data about each compressed page, and
the address mapping between VM memory page address and its compressed page address
using Hashtable, which can be built by hlist, a kernel linked list data structure in Linux. In
the first prototype, we implement the Hashtable as an array of struct hlist head pointers,
where each points to a different list, and each list holds all elements that are hashed to the
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Figure 3.6: Two Level Proactive Swap In
holds the head of these lists. When FastSwap intercepts a swap out page request, SPCIT
creates a swap page table entry for the swapped out page and links it to the Hashtable
(see Figure 3.5). Within that entry, a binary variable field is used to indicate the location
of the swap partition where the compressed page currently resides: either 1st-level shared
memory or 2nd-level external backing storage (e.g., disk or remote memory). We also
record in the swap page table entry other metadata, such as the address of this compressed
page, and the length of compressed page which is used for decompression. We also add
spt chain in each entry for handling hash collision. Similarly, the metadata structure used
to implement proactive swap-in is also stored in the swap page table entry, such as the
address of the PTEs corresponding to this compressed swap page.
3.4 Hybrid Swap-out
Hybrid Swap-out is designed to make the shared memory as the fast primary swap partition
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with smooth transition to the external backing swap storage as the secondary swap partition
when the size of shared memory is not large enough to hold all the swapped pages from
a VM. We design an optimal hybrid swap-out model to keep most recent swap traffic in
shared memory by moving (dumping) least recent swap-out pages to external swap device
(e.g., disk). FastSwap implements least recent compressed swap pages to the secondary
swap partition approach, which uses a user-defined system default batch dump threshold,
such as 80%, as the default configuration. When the shared memory swap area reaches 80%
full, it will flush all pages in the shared memory swap area to the secondary swap partition
by batch I/Os. This approach avoids frequent LRU sorting, decompression latency, and
per-page based eviction. Alternatively, when the shared memory is full, the newly swap-
out pages will be written to the disk swap area. This approach is straightforward but naive
and suffers from poor performance because most of the pages stored in the shared memory
are older and has the worst utilization of shared memory and reduces its performance to
the conventional OS memory paging as soon as the shared memory swap is filled. By the
principle of locality, programs, especially big data analytics jobs, tend to reuse data near
those they have used recently.
3.5 Two Level Proactive Batch Swap-in
The idea of proactive swap-in promotes the opportunistic swap-in pages in batch by sup-
porting the first level swap-in from shared memory and the second level swap-in from
external swap backing storage such as disk. First, we group a portion of the swapped-
out pages in the shared memory swap area into a swap-in batch and proactively perform
the batch swap-in without guest memory paging. We implement a threshold-based batch
swap-in. By using the threshold of 100% all the pages that are previously swapped out
to the shared memory swap partition will be grouped into one swap-in batch. This design
allows one to configure and tune the swap-in batch size based on workload characteristics
as well as VM available memory.
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Table 3.1: LR Performance Speedup w. Diskswap as the Baseline (m:millions)
Dataset DiskSwap ZSwap FS-baseline FastSwap
T-
1
5m/18GB 1 1.46 2.2 2.2
5.5m/20GB 1 crash 2.37 2.29
6m/22GB 1 crash 2.43 2.35
T-
2
5m/18GB 1 1.10 1.35 1.38
5.5m/20GB 1 crash 2.55 2.58
6m/22GB 1 crash 8.73 8.35
For example, if a page previously swapped out to disk is being accessed by guest VM
via a page fault, then a 4KB disk block containing the requested swap-out page is fetched
from the disk swap partition. We first locate the requested page in compressed format by
lookup in SPCIT and decompress it before moving it to the VM memory. In addition, if the
VM has sufficient memory, we will proactively move those remaining compressed pages
contained in the same disk block as the requested swap-in page to the shared memory swap
partition without decompression. Finally, we update the locality of these pages from disk
swap partition to shared memory swap partition. We maintain some metadata in SPCIT,
which can assist FastSwap to quickly locate the corresponding PTEs in the page table
managed by guest OS. For example, when a page is swapped out, FastSwap will keep the
address of the PTEs related to this page together with the swapped-out page. The address
of the corresponding PTE is kept as the metadata in swap page table entry. For each page
of 4K bytes, this metadata only takes up 4 bytes. The cost of keeping this metadata in the
swap area is only about 1/1000 of the total size of the swapped-out pages. For those shared
pages which have multiple PTEs, we allocate a specific area in the shared memory as PTE
store. In this case, the first byte of the metadata specifies the number of PTEs related to this
page, while the lasts three bytes is an index pointing the first related PTE in the PTE store.
This allows FastSwap to quickly locate the PTE(s) that needs to be updated by referring
without scanning the page table when a page is swapped in. More importantly, the time
spent on accessing the PTE of a swapped page will not increase as the size of the system
wide page table grows.
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Table 3.2: Comparison Results of LR and Redis with Two Experimental Setups: T-1 and
T-2
Metric DiskSwap ZSwap FS-baseline FastSwap
T-
1
Avg. CPU iowait(%) 56.86 60.29(106%) 16.89(30%) 19.98(53%)
Avg. swap-in(page/sec) 54.44 62.55(115%) 1783.98(3277%) 1657.86(3045%)
Avg. swap-out(page/sec) 1856.43 521.58(28%) 7003.46(377%) 6912.81(372%)
Total swap space (MB) 6788.29 11864.18(175%) 6514.11(96%) 4372.12(64%)
Avg. Redis Throughput(ops/sec) 46.24 1100.77(2381%) 23898.79(51600%) 20913.04(45227%)
T-
2
Avg. CPU iowait(%) 61.29 58.89(96%) 18.78(31%) 12.37(20%)
Avg. swap-in(page/sec) 598.05 221.28(37%) 15816.58(2644%) 14510.55(2426%)
Avg. swap-out(page/sec) 781.88 779.75(100%) 19460.07(2589%) 16471.14(2107%)
Total swap space (MB) 8159.05 7910.57(97%) 8344.68(102%) 4689.39(58%)
3.6 Evaluation
We evaluate FastSwap using popular big data benchmarks. All experiments are conducted
on host server with eight-core Xeon-E5640 CPU, 96GB memory and a SCSI disk, running
RedHat Enterprise Linux 6.8 (kernel 2.6.34) and using KVM 1.2.0 with QEMU 2.0.0 as
the virtualization platform. The guest VMs run Ubuntu 14.04 with kernel version 4.1.0.
Five typical data analytics benchmark applications in Spark are used in the experiments:
LogisticRegression (LR), KMeans, Bayes, NWeight (NW), PageRank (PR). For LR, we use
the datasets produced by SparkBench [98] with varying sizes of samples from 2, 3, 4, 5, 5.5
to 6 millions, which corresponds to different storage sizes of approximately 12GB, 14GB,
16GB, 18GB, 20GB and 22GB respectively. Datasets used in KMeans, Bayes, NW and
PR experiments are generated by HiBench. KMeans uses 20-dimension feature vectors
with 35 million samples. Bayes uses 2.5 million pages with 100 classes and n-gram 2.
NW dataset has 4 million edges with minimum out-edges of 3 and max out-edges of 30.
PR dataset includes 750,000 pages. The maximum JVM heap size of each executor is
set to be 28GB. In addition to the five types of Spark analytics workload, Redis is used
as memory intensive database workloads. The size of the datasets randomly generated by
YCSB varies from 10GB to 30GB. We compare three different memory paging alternatives:
(1) FastSwap, a compressed shared memory swapper with multi-granularity compression,
hybrid swap-out, and two-level proactive swap-in; (2) DiskSwap, a conventional OS disk
swap facility. We refer to this setup as the baseline. (3) ZSwap [99], a compressed RAM
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cache for disk based swap devices. Swap-out pages are first compressed and maintained in
the reserved RAM swap area. When the RAM is exhausted, each swap-out page operation
will trigger an eviction from the RAM by finding the least recently used (LRU) page and
decompress it and send it to disk swap partition. ZSwap can be viewed as a naive baseline
implementation of our shared memory optimization.
3.6.1 Overall Performance of FastSwap
We use all five types of Spark analytics workloads and the in-memory key-value database
benchmark − Redis to evaluate the effectiveness of FastSwap.
Performance Comparison when Applications Compete Memory Resource on a
VM (T-1 case). We consider the scenario in which two memory intensive applications
are running in parallel on one VM and the host has sufficient unused memory since other
VMs are idle. We use Spark LogisticRegression (LR) workload and Redis with YCSB
read workload. LR is a representative machine learning application that performs iterative
computations. It first loads and caches the entire training dataset into the main memory,
then iteratively compute the logistic regression and updates the model until the pre-defined
convergence condition is met. In all experiments, we run 3 iterations by default unless
explicitly stated otherwise. YCSB read-all workload is used to simulate massive data ac-
cess, with the zipfian distribution. For DiskSwap solution, we setup a Redis in-memory
database server on a VM with 30GB main memory and pre-load 10GB key-value data to
the VM, and then start LR and YCSB read-all workload together. For LR workloads, we
use datasets of 18GB, 20GB and 22GB, representing the three scenarios in which the LR
dataset can fit in memory with 100% or 75% or 50%. We measure the LR execution time,
the Redis throughput, and system resource utilization. We report the measurement results
in the T-1 section of Table 3.1 and provide the detailed analysis measurements in the T-
1 section of Table 3.2. Table 3.1 T-1 section displays the speedups achieved by FastSwap
without compression (FastSwap baseline) are ranging from 2.2x to 2.43x, and by FastSwap
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are ranging from 2.2x to 2.35x. In comparison, ZSwap crashes in the second and third LR
test (20GB, 5.5 million samples and 22GB, 6 million samples), because the long latency of
VM swapping causes the Spark executor heartbeat time out.
The detailed system level measurements are given in the T-1 section of Table 3.2. We
make several interesting observations. First, compared to DiskSwap case, FastSwap and
FastSwap without compression (FastSwap baseline) significantly reduces the CPU iowait
by 47% (1-53%) and 70% (1-30%) respectively. It shows that FastSwap increases swap-in
speed by more than 30x and swap-out speed by 3x, thus effectively minimizing the latency
of VM swapping. In comparison, ZSwap incurs higher CPU iowait (106%) than the tra-
ditional disk swap solution. ZSwap performs poorly is due to its per-page based swap-in
and swap-out solution combined with the cost of making LRU eviction decision for ev-
ery page to be swapped in or swapped out after the shared memory is full, in addition to
the cost of frequent compression/decompression. Second, FastSwap reduces the shared
memory consumption to 64% due to the use of multi-granularity of compression groups.
Furthermore, by comparing FastSwap and FastSwap without compression, we observe that
the compression incurs very small overhead. Third, FastSwap and FastSwap without com-
pression show a significant throughput performance boost for Redis workloads with 452x
and 516x respectively, compared to the performance of the traditional DiskSwap solution.
More interestingly, FastSwap can improve both Spark workloads and Redis workloads at
the same time due to shared memory swap optimization, even when both applications are
competing for the scarce physical memory resource.
Performance Comparison under Multiple VMs with Memory Contention (T-2 case).
This set of experiments focuses on measuring the effectiveness of FastSwap when two VMs
both run memory intensive big data applications. We setup two VMs with each allocated
30GB main memory. VM1 runs Spark with LR workload and VM2 runs Redis with YCSB
load workload. The Redis client loads 30GB key-value data generated by YCSB to the
Redis server running on VM2, which causes high memory pressure on VM2. Given that
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VM1 is initialized and have unused memory, by using the balloon driver, we move 10GB
from VM1 to VM2 [31]. With 40GB running Redis workloads of 30GB and 20GB memory
remaining on VM1 to run Spark LR workload of three sizes. The performance results are
shown in the T-2 section of Table 3.1 and Table 3.2. Compared to the traditional DiskSwap,
both FastSwap and its baseline (without compression) respond well and provide much bet-
ter performance in the presence of the increasing memory contention on VM1 due to the in-
creased size of the training datasets from 5 million (18GB) to 5.5 million (20GB) and 6 mil-
lion (22GB). However, ZSwap crashed again for the datasets of 20GB and 22GB. For 22GB
dataset, FastSwap and FastSwap without compression provides 8.35x and 8.73x speedup
respectively over DiskSwap. Also compared to FastSwap baseline, FastSwap offers signif-
icant reduction of swap storage (58%) and the smallest CPU on iowait (20%) compared to
both DiskSwap and FastSwap baseline. This shows that multi-granularity compression in
FastSwap incurs low overhead, with slightly slower performance than FastSwap without
compression for most benchmarks.
Performance under Multiple Benchmarks. In the next set of experiments, all five
types of Spark analytics workloads are used with the same experimental setup. Table 3.3
shows the results. We observe that FastSwap (and its non-compression baseline FS-baseline)
significantly outperforms DiskSwap and ZSwap for all 7 benchmarks. For example, FastSwap
can run the LR with 6 million samples (22GB) at only 11.9% (11.5 mins) of the time spent
by using the DiskSwap solution (96 mins). Also when using DiskSwap, two Spark bench-
marks (Bayes and PageRank) crashed, and when using ZSwap, five Spark benchmarks
(KMeans, Bayes, PageRank, LR 20GB and LR 22GB) crashed. This is due to the Spark
heartbeat time out because of the poor performance of VM swapping when using the con-
ventional DiskSwap and ZSwap.
To further analyze the effectiveness of FastSwap, Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 show the
CPU usage and disk throughput for KMeans workloads respectively. Similar with Lo-
gisticRegression, KMeans first loads and caches into the VM main memory the training
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Table 3.3: Execution Time (mins) of Benchmarks (m:million)
DiskSwap ZSwap FS-baseline FastSwap
KMeans 28 crash 8 8.3
Bayes crash crash 13 13
NW 25 4 2.8 3
PR crash crash 4.5 4.7
LR 5m 11 10 8.1 8
LR 5.5m 24 crash 9.4 9.3
LR 6m 96 crash 11 11.5
dataset of 35 million samples with dimension-20, generated by GenKMeansDataset based
on Guassian distribution, then it iteratively updates the model until the pre-defined conver-
gence condition is met. Thus, KMeans workload consumes huge amount of memory. The
red dotted line in Figure 3.7 and Figure 3.8 indicates the starting point of VM swapping
due to insufficient physical memory. Given that DiskSwap finishes KMeans workload in 28
mins, the x-axis varies up to 28 minutes. Similar setup of x-axis for FastSwap. For ZSwap,
it did not finish after executed for 35 minutes and crashed eventually for the KMeans work-
load. Thus, we omit ZSwap in this comparison.
We make several observations. First, Figure 3.7a shows that DiskSwap incurs high
CPU utilization on iowait during swapping. Figure 3.8a shows large disk write operations
due to memory swapping to disk. In comparison, FastSwap spent most of the CPU on
shared memory swapping and little CPU on iowait and little disk writes in the presence of
VM swapping. We also observe that the average of CPU for system usage for FastSwap
without compression is slightly lower than that of FastSwap. This is mainly due to the
CPU cost for compression in FastSwap. Table 3.3 shows that the compression overhead
has negligible overhead on the execution time for all 7 benchmarks. Third, DiskSwap has




































































Figure 3.8: Disk Throughput of KMeans
3.6.2 Hybrid Swap-Out
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the hybrid swap-out mechanism in Fastswap
by considering the cases when the shared memory swap space is insufficient to hold all the
pages swapped out from the guest VM. We measure the performance of Redis and Spark
workloads, when the shared memory swap area is 80% full (or reaches a pre-defined dump
threshold). In this case, FastSwap performs the hybrid swap-out by copying pages from
the shared memory swap partition to the disk swap partition. For the sake of comparison,
we use a similar setup for this set of experiments and measure both FastSwap and ZSwap.
Figure 3.9 shows the Redis throughput (ops/sec) and the disk I/O in MB. The two vertical
green dotted lines indicate the period of hybrid swap-out dumping process. The first dotted
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(a) Redis Throughput (b) Disk Throughput
Figure 3.9: Redis Performance with Hybrid Swap-Out.
line is also the time when ZSwap physical memory capacity is full, because we choose
the dump threshold in FastSwap accordingly for fair comparison. We make three obser-
vations from Figure 3.9. First, during the hybrid swap-out process, Redis throughput is
degraded by 32% with FastSwap but with ZSwap, Redis throughput is degraded by 63%.
Also the throughput of Redis with FastSwap consistently outperforms that with ZSwap
during the entire hybrid swap-out dumping period. Second, as soon as FastSwap dumping
process completes, Redis restores to its best throughput performance. In contrast, using
ZSwap, Redis is running with much lower throughput and remains at the poor throughput
even after the hybrid swap-out dumping period, due to the lack of optimizations in ZSwap
design. For example, in ZSwap, when its swap RAM cache is exhausted, each of its swap-
out page operations will trigger an eviction from the RAM by finding the least recently
used (LRU) page and decompress it and send it to disk swap partition. This design incurs
high overhead due to per-page based swap in and out, combined with the cost of compres-
sion/decompression and the cost of making LRU eviction decision for every swapped page
after its swap RAM area is full. Third, in contrast, FastSwap keeps pages that need to be
dumped to the disk swap area compressed by leveraging our compressed swap page table.
Such design efficiently saves I/O bandwidth and shortens the hybrid swap-out dumping pe-
riod. Figure 3.9b displays the average disk write speed during the hybrid swap-out dumping
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(a) CPU Usage (b) Disk Throughput
Figure 3.10: KMeans Performance w.o. Hybrid Swap-Out.
(a) CPU Usage (b) Disk Throughput
Figure 3.11: KMeans Performance with Hybrid Swap-Out.
process, which is 32MB/sec (compared to 14.04MB for ZSwap) and the dumping process
lasts for 18sec. Also the size of data being dumped is 576MB, which is only 56% of 1GB,
thanks to the FastSwap compression design. Finally, we would like to comment that in the
first 10 seconds, the Redis has higher throughput with ZSwap than with FastSwap. The
reason is primarily related to the performance difference between physical memory and
shared memory. ZSwap utilizes physical memory and FastSwap utilizes shared memory to
store pages.
Next, we evaluate the performance of Spark KMeans workloads during the hybrid
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swap-out process. We measure CPU usage and disk throughput to compare FastSwap-
without-hybrid-swap-out with FastSwap-with-hybrid-swap-out as shown in Figure 3.10
and Figure 3.11 respectively. The hybrid swap-out is triggered when the default thresh-
old of shared memory swap partition is reached (e.g., 80%). The first red dotted line in
Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 indicates the start point of guest VM swapping and the sec-
ond one indicates the starting point of hybrid swap-out. A number of observations can be
made. First, the execution time of FastSwap-with-hybrid-swap-out is 8.2 mins and that of
FastSwap-without-hybrid-swap-out is 8 mins, which means hybrid swap-out only causes
2.5% performance degradation. Such overhead mainly comes from two sources: (i) read-
ing pages that had been moved to the disk swap partition; and (ii) additional CPU cycles
used by the hybrid swap out thread. Second, during the hybrid swap-out process, FastSwap
did incur large amount of disk write operations as shown in the dark area of Figure 3.11b.
However, these write operations do not increase CPU iowait, indicating good disk I/O ef-
ficiency for writes. Third, since a separated thread is created in kernel space only for the
hybrid swap out purpose, from 2.2 mins to the end in Figure 3.11a we can see that this
kernel thread is working and consuming CPU percentage on the kernel space operations
(i.e., the CPU percentage spent on kernel system).
3.6.3 Proactive Swap-In
Proactive swap-in speed is measured for DiskSwap, FastSwap without compression (FS-
baseline), FastSwap level-1 proactive swap-in and FastSwap level-2 proactive swap-in, and
the results are shown in Table 3.4. For DiskSwap, FS-baseline and FastSwap level 1 (full
swap-in) case, all pages in the shared memory swap area will be swapped in. For FastSwap
partial case (level 2 proactive swap-in, we let FastSwap perform partial proactive swap-in
of 500MB repeatedly until there is only 1GB free space left in the main memory.
We make four observations from Table 3.4. (1) Since the process of swapping-in page
needs to update PTE, and in DiskSwap case, OS needs to scan the page table to find the
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Table 3.4: Proactive Swap-In Speed (per page)
Avg. Time(us) s.d.
DiskSwap 419.66 7.84
FastSwap w.o. compression 5.70 (74x) 0.18
FastSwap (full) 9.56 (44x) 0.30
FastSwap (partial) 9.68 (43x) 0.12
corresponding page table entries that it needs to update, which is very time consuming,
the performance of DiskSwap case is very slow. (2) Because in FastSwap and FastSwap
without compression case, the OS swaps out not only memory pages but also some meta-
data, which can help the OS to quickly identify which page table entries need to be updated
during the swap-in process. Thus the cost of scanning the page table is avoided. Both ver-
sions of FastSwap are a lot faster than DiskSwap. (3) Because of the use of compression,
FastSwap needs to decompress each page before swapping it back into the main memory,
leading to higher latency than the version of FastSwap without compression. However,
comparing with DiskSwap case, FastSwap is still 44x faster in terms of per-page swap-in
performance. (4) The partial batch swap-in option enables small amount of batch swap-in
when the hosted VM has insufficient free memory to hold all pages stored in the shared
memory swap area. We argue that the full batch swap-in should be treated as a special case
of the threshold based batch swap-in to provide high utilization of available VM memory
and high utilization of shared memory. From Table 3.4, the partial proactive swap-in dis-
plays very similar performance as the full proactive swap-in in terms of per-page swap-in
operation time.
3.7 Related Work
Efficient memory management in virtualization platforms is widely acknowledged as a
challenging problem for memory intensive workloads. Several orthogonal efforts have tar-
geted at scheduling, allocating and consolidating physical memory among VMs on demand
with unmodified guest OS. Ballooning [31] was proposed in 2002. A balloon driver, run-
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ning in the guest OS, can help the VM Manager to reclaim or repay guest memory by
inflating or deflating the balloon manually. But it relies on administrator to manually when
to trigger ballooning and how much to balloon from one VM to another. Although re-
search efforts have been dedicated to periodic estimation of VM working set size, it is well
known that accurate VM working set prediction remains to be an open issue under change
conditions [8].
VSwapper [91] is a disk-based VM swapping facility and designed to address the unco-
operative host swapping problems, such as double paging by tracking the correspondences
between disk blocks and guest memory pages and between host and guest VMs. It does
not improve VM memory paging performance using shared memory or RAM.
Existing efforts in computer networks community have explored disaggregated memory
by memory paging to remote nodes via RDMA network, and Infiniswap [21] is the most
recent representative work in RDMA-based remote paging. However, these efforts only
support memory swapping to remote host and fail to provide memory sharing across con-
tainers/VMs/executors on the same host. Even when there is sufficiently unused memory
on the host, VMs or containers have to swap pages to remote host instead.
FastSwap by design can integrate memory sharing across VMs/containers regardless
whether they are on the same host and different host machines. This chapter has shown
that FastSwap offers up to 516x performance improvement for both NoSQL and ML work-
loads over conventional Linux memory swap facility and 22x improvement over existing
open source effort, such as ZSwap, on memory sharing across VMs on the same host.
Our preliminary measurement of FastSwap shows 14x performance improvement over In-
finiswap when integrating RDMA based memory paging to remote nodes when there is
insufficient memory on the local host. Due to space constraint, we omit the remote mem-




Big data continues to penetrate our work life and everyday life. Performance of big data
analytic workloads continues to dominate the wide deployment of systems, applications
and services. We have presented the design of FastSwap, a highly efficient shared memory
paging facility, with three original contributions. (1) FastSwap dynamic shared memory
management scheme can effectively utilize the shared memory across VMs through host
coordination. (2) FastSwap provides efficient support for multi-granularity compression of
swap pages in both shared memory and disk swap devices. (3) FastSwap provides a hybrid
memory swap-out scheme to flush the least recently swap-out pages to disk swap partition
when shared memory swap partition reaches a pre-specified threshold and close to full. (4)
FastSwap provides two level proactive swap-in optimizations (shared memory to memory
and disk to shared memory). Our extensive experiments using big data analytics appli-
cations and benchmarks demonstrate that FastSwap offers up to two orders of magnitude
performance improvements over existing memory swapping methods. FastSwap will be
officially released on github this fall at https://github.com/git-disl/FastSwap.
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CHAPTER 4
DYNAMIC HOST AND REMOTE MEMORY SHARING WITH XMEMPOD
This chapter presents XMemPod, a disaggregated memory orchestration system that vir-
tualizes cluster wide memory to scale data intensive, large memory workloads in virtu-
alized clouds. XMemPod takes a software-defined, application transparent approach with
three novel contributions: (1) XMemPod dynamically expands the memory capacity of the
virtual machines (VMs) under high memory pressure by providing efficient, transparent
sharing of unused memory that is disaggregated across VMs on the same host or in the
cluster. (2) XMemPod provides a hierarchical memory expansion and sharing framework,
which enables memory intensive workloads on a VM to expand its memory demand over
virtualized host memory first, and remote memory next, before resorting to external disk.
(3) XMemPod provides a suite of optimization techniques to further improve the utiliza-
tion and access latency of disaggregated memory. XMemPod is deployed on a virtualized
RDMA cluster without any modifications to user applications and the OSes. Evaluated
with multiple workloads on unmodified Spark, Apache Hadoop, Memcached, Redis and
VoltDB, using XMemPod, throughputs of these applications improve by 11x to 612x over
conventional OS disk swap facility, and by 1.7x to 14x over the existing representative re-
mote memory paging systems, and yet the total amount of network traffic consumed by
XMemPod is only 24% of the existing approaches.
4.1 Introduction
This chapter describes XMemPod, a distributed memory virtualization system, which accel-
erates bigdata and machine learning (ML) workloads by virtualizing cluster-wide external
memory as a low-latency external storage device for memory intensive workloads with
transient memory demands. XMemPod is designed to dynamically orchestrate terabytes of
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cluster wide memory into multiple memory pods. By leveraging guest indirection, XMem-
Pod transparently virtualizes cluster-wide unused memory into the physical address space
of each guest OS instance on demand. This enables legacy servers to utilize cluster-wide
memory for efficient execution of memory intensive workloads that need large datasets to
perform low latency I/O (fig. 5.7).
XMemPod is inspired by existing proposals from two orthogonal efforts (§4.7): exploit-
ing non-intrusive sharing of memory between host and its guest VMs [90, 32, 7, 8, 31, 10,
101] and exploiting the disk-network latency gap via unused remote memory [22, 102, 103,
104, 60, 21, 62, 105, 106, 107, 108, 109]. However, unlike existing proposals for dynamic
memory balancing, XMemPod does not pay any CPU overhead and time delay for memory
scanning to detect memory imbalance and does not rely on estimation of the working set
size of each VM/container/executor to respond to memory pressure, since accurate estima-
tion of working set size is difficult under changing workloads [91, 90]. Moreover, existing
solutions for remote memory paging [22, 15, 21, 106, 107], lack of a holistic approach to
provide high performance virtualization of cluster wide memory. For example, they treat
the cluster-wide disaggregated memory as one flat tier of external memory resource and
fail to take advantage of the I/O latency gap between DRAM and remote network memory.
XMemPod addresses the above challenges by providing two types of disaggregated
memory pods, which are made available to unmodified VMs for use as a low-latency in-
memory block device, which stores large datasets or serves memory paging events for VM
workloads that require more DRAM than its allocation, without any modifications. It first
utilizes host-coordinated shared memory pods to take the advantage of performance gap
between DRAM and network I/O, in the presence of excess page faults and thrashing,
maximizing the utilization of unused host memory. Upon insufficient unused memory on
local host, XMemPod resorts to remote memory pods, which are configured by reliable par-
titioning of large cluster wide memory into non-intrusive, elastic remote memory sharing
groups with decentralized coordination. XMemPod is implemented on Linux kernel 4.1.0
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and KVM [92], deployed on a 56Gbps, 32-machine RDMA cluster in Emulab [110] with
2 terabyte (TB) collective memory. We evaluated it using multiple unmodified memory
intensive applications: Spark [111, 4], Apache Hadoop [5], Memcached [1], Redis [2],
VoltDB [3], and open benchmarks: HiBench [112], SparkBench [98] and YCSB [77]. Us-
ing XMemPod, throughputs of these applications improve by 11x to 612x, median and tail
latencies improve by 174x to 702x and 218x to 630x respectively, over conventional OS
swap facility. Compared with the existing approaches such as nbdX or Infiniswap, using
XMemPod, throughputs improve between 1.7x and 14x, median latencies and tail latencies
improve between 1.8x and 12x, and 3.3x and 15x respectively (§4.6).
There are situations that XMemPod does not yet handle effectively, including imbal-
anced usages of host coordinated unused memory shared among its VMs, due to its op-
portunistic demand driving orchestration policy. We were unable to obtain larger RDMA
clusters to perform stress test on scalability.
4.2 Motivation
Memory utilization imbalance and temporal usage variations are frequently observed in
virtualized clouds [6, 23, 24, 25, 7, 8, 26, 27, 28], and production datacenters [29, 5, 30,
21, 11, 12]. One study on a google 12K-machine cluster running a mixture of long and
short-lived workloads reported around 50% memory utilization, stating “the gap between
resource requests and average usage accounted for most of this difference” [9, 11]. An-
other study on two production datacenters (3,000-machine Facebook analytic cluster and
12,500-machine google cluster) reports severe imbalance in memory utilization for more
than 70% of the time across machines [21]. These reports show the potential opportunities
of exploiting unused host/remote memory to speed up the performance of VM workloads
whose working sets cannot fully fit into their allocated DRAM, and resorting only to disk
I/O for persistence, failure recovery and contingence.




































































































































Figure 4.1: The Adverse Effect of Paging
straction (VMA) to provide the extra memory capacity upon memory contention using a
secondary backing storage layer, known as swap space. Swap space is typically located on
disk, with orders of magnitude slower access latencies (milliseconds) than main memory
(nanoseconds). Paging is implemented by VMA manager via swap-out and swap-in oper-
ations, triggered by a page fault. VMA works with a block device to access the swap space
and serves paging request [113].
We illustrate some adverse effects of paging through two bigdata applications: Re-
dis [2], an in-memory NoSQL store, and VoltDB [3], a translytical in-memory database.
We run each application with two benchmark workloads: ETC and SYS (§4.6), using the
raw dataset of 20GB from YCSB [77], and measure per server performance. The peak
memory that can fit the full working set is measured for both Redis and VoltDB, which are
29GB and 30GB respectively. We run each application on VM with three different memory
capacity configurations – 100%, 75%, and 50%. x% indicates that the VM is configured
to run an application and can hold x% of its working set in memory. When x = 100%, no
paging occurs, but when x < 100%, paging happens, as shown in Figure 4.1. We highlight
two observations. First, paging has super-linear performance impact on applications. Com-
pared to 100% configuration, when 25% of the working set does not fit in memory (75%
configuration), the median latency is worsened by 462x and 70x for Redia and VoltDB re-
spectively. For 50% configuration, another 25% reduction, median latencies are worsened
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by 802x and 369x for Redis and VoltDB respectively. Second, the adverse effect of paging
on 99th percentile latency is consistently larger than its effect on median latencies. For
75% configuration, 99th percentile latencies of Redis and VoltDB are worsened by 391x
and 208x respectively, compared to 100% configuration. For 50% configuration, 99th per-
centile latencies are degraded by 724x and 850x for Redis and VoltDB respectively.
Dynamic Memory Balancing with Balloon Driver. To cope with such harsh performance
degradation when the working sets of applications do not fit in memory, memory balloon-
ing [31] was proposed to move unused memory between VMs. However, solely relying on
ballooning, applications under memory pressure still suffer hefty performance degradation
due to three types of delays: the timing delay of scheduling ballooning, the balloon driver
delay for moving sufficient memory, and the time delay for applications to return to their
peak performance. Figure 4.2a shows the three types of delays, the performance deterio-
ration incurred, and the adverse effect on application performance, when the working set
of Redis using ETC workload (§4.6) does not fit in memory (50% configuration). It is ob-
served that the throughput of Redis deteriorates sharply during the 15 seconds from 123rd
to 138th second, due to excessive page-out events, the timing delay of scheduling balloon-
ing and the balloon driver delay for moving sufficient memory. Upon installing sufficient
ballooning memory at the 140th second, Redis throughput starts to recover but at a very
slow pace. This is because even with additional memory, Redis cannot immediately regain
its peak performance due to the slow per page swap-in operation upon each page fault. It
takes approximately 140 seconds to fully utilize the newly ballooned memory. Further-
more, ballooning incurs the overheads of scheduling and moving (deflating and inflating)
memory from one VM to another on the same host, and cannot leverage unused remote
memory in the cluster.
Differentiating External Memory by Latency. In virtualized clouds, multiple VMs run
on the same host machine, each having its own memory allocation (typically equal amount).










































































(b) Comparison of Solutions
Figure 4.2: Alternative Solution Approaches.
sion opportunities before paging to local disk swap partition. They are unused memory on
local host and unused remote memory in the cluster. Note that even though SSD is much
faster than HDD, it is still two orders of magnitude slower than fast interconnect like In-
finiBand based RDMA [64]. At the same time, RDMA interconnect is several times slower
than local memory access [65], making latency-sensitive prioritization critical for efficient
disaggregated memory orchestration.
XMemPod implements a virtual block device manager, which provides disaggregated
memory orchestration service to each VM by leveraging indirection, and interfacing with
the host shared memory first, the remote memory next, and resorting only to the disk I/O for
exception handling. Figure 4.2b shows the comparison of three alternative design choices
using Redis with ETC under 50% cofiguration: (a) using unused memory on the local
host solely for serving remote memory paging requests, (b) XMemPod RDMA and (c)
XMemPod which leverages host unused memory first and then remote memory. Using
XMemPod in case (c), Redis completion time is 11.3x times faster than existing solutions
for remote memory paging in case (a), and 3.2x faster than XMemPod RDMA in case (b),
which treats host unused memory as remote network memory.
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4.3 XMemPod Overview
XMemPod consists of four core components: the disaggregated memory paging service
manager (PSM), the shared memory manager (SSM), the remote memory manager (RMM)
and the disk swap partition manager (DSM), as shown in Figure 4.3. They coordinate
closely to provide efficient virtualization of cluster wide memory and hierarchical orches-
tration of disaggregated memory sharing capabilities, including dynamic shared memory
allocation/deallocation, multi-granularity disaggregated memory page compression, hybrid
page-out and proactive batch page-in optimizations. Client module and server module are
the two main functional components of XMemPod. A VM that is low on memory will run
the XMemPod client module to acquire external disaggregated memory service. Every node
in the cluster can run the XMemPod server module to provide external memory expansion
and sharing in response to the requests from XMemPod clients in a cluster.
XMemPod is currently implemented on a virtual machine based applications deploy-
ment platform, which is common in production datacenters with virtualized clouds [6, 9,
11, 12]. The algorithms and optimization techniques are by design applicable to container
based and Spark executor/JVM based application deployment platforms, since all three
platforms are deploying application processes by resource and performance isolation via
VMs/containers/JVMs. No matter which deployment platform, applications start paging
when their working sets no longer fit in memory of their executors. XMemPod implements
remote memory paging using an Infiniband RDMA network, though it makes no assump-
tion on specific RDMA network technology.
The Memory Paging Service Manager (PSM) is the client module implemented on top
of the kswapd, a default kernel daemon responsible for memory paging. The PSM inter-
cepts swap-out and swap-in operations from the guest VMA manager and redirects them
to XMemPod. The PSM provides a virtualized block device interface to the large dataset
applications on a guest VM. This virtualized block device can be configured as a low la-
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Figure 4.3: XMemPod System Architecture.
tency volatile file system for storing large datasets, or a low latency primary swap device,
or a memory-mapped I/O space for large memory application. For the guest VM, the block
device is simply a fast I/O partition (e.g., a linear I/O space), similar to a regular disk par-
tition, with an order of magnitude smaller access latency than disk. However, internally,
the client module maps the single linear I/O space of the block device to the unused mem-
ory in either a host-guest shared memory partition or multiple remote shared memory pods
distributed across the cluster. XMemPod implements the host-guest shared memory swap
partition with both ramdisk based option and shared memory based option. The former
is mounting a host resident ramdisk to the guest VM, and the latter uses a shared mem-
ory pool provided by the host, which is mapped into the host swap partition address space
on guest VM. Comparing to the ramdisk solution, the shared memory approach delivers
1.7x better performance via a loadable kernel module for Linux 4.1.0 for all workloads we
have tested. By default, XMemPod uses shared memory solution for both host and remote
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memory sharing. Upon receiving swap-out pages from a client module, the server module
(SMM, RMM or DSM) stores the pages either locally in the host-guest shared memory pod
or in selected remote memory pods across the cluster.
The Shared Memory Manager (SMM) uses a POSIX shared memory region as the basis
for sharing memory between host and VMs. On host, XMemPod is implemented and runs
as a user space program, which manages host and remote shared memory block devices
and disk block device, each device exposes a conventional block device I/O interface to
the guest OS’s VMA manager, which treats the block device as a fixed size swap partition.
No modification is required to the host OS or any of its existing kernel modules, including
KVM. The entire host shared memory area is divided into multiple elastic memory pods,
one per VM on the host, provided that a shared memory pod is only established for a
guest when paging initially occurs, and the shared memory pod is revoked from the guest
when execution of its applications terminates, or when the host shared memory manager
terminates its service to the guest VM. Upon creating a shared memory pod, its entire
address space is logically partitioned into slabs of fix size, according to Host-SlabSize
in initial configuration. The shared memory pod manager maintains the mapping between
the page offset in the guest swap partition and the address in its corresponding shared
memory swap partition, and it opportunistically adjusts the size of each shared memory
pod to decrement or increment one slab, based on the lower and upper pod utilization
thresholds, defined by sm-pod-min and sm-pod-max. There are three types of pages in
the host shared memory: active pages, those being used, free pages, those allocated to the
pod but not yet being used, and idle pages, those that do not belong to any pod.
The Remote Memory Manager (RMM) is designed with similar principles. First, the
setting of Remote-SlabSize, Remote-pod-min, and Remote-pod-max can be differ-
ent from those set for host shared memory configuration. Second, slabs are the units for
balancing memory utilization across remote machines and providing low latency mapping
to remote memory. All pages in a slab are mapped to the same remote memory. How-
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ever, different slabs in the same remote pod can be mapped to multiple remote servers’
memory. Third, we implement remote memory management on top of nbdX [22], which
exploits the advantages of multi-queue implementation in the block layer and the Acce-
lio acceleration facilities to provide fast IO to a remote shared memory device. When a
paging request is redirected from a guest VM to the remote memory manager, it first se-
lects one primary remote server and one secondary remote server from the remote-count
candidates maintained by XMemPod, and uses the corresponding remote memory pods to
expose the I/O interface of remote shared memory and use VirtIO to the guest (VM1) for
read and write requests. For each remote server, a remote swap pod connector is setup
to keep the RDMA connection with the remote server. On a remote node, when its NIC
receives paging requests, it maps the target offset and size into the corresponding remote
registered memory region, and uses DMA to access the pages. To guarantee the data to
be delivered without corruption, RC QP (Reliable Connected Queue Pair) is configured on
both sides. For page-in request (read), the SMM passes to RMM the metadata from the
compressed disaggregated memory page table (CSPT), including compressed page size,
location of the compressed page in the remote memory pod(s), the instruction on proactive
page-in (batch read), RMM checks metadata parameters and performs page-in operations.
RMM also broadcasts periodic resource utilization messages which the client modules use
to discover the available remote memory servers, such as their memory availability and
load as well as page transfers to its clients. When a sever reaches its remote memory ca-
pacity Remote-pod-max, it will decline to serve any new page-out (write) requests from
its clients.
The Disk Swap Partition Manager (DSM) is called for serving swap-out requests in two
situations: (i) When there is no shared memory available at host or the host shared memory
partition reaches its hybrid swap-out threshold specified by sm-pool-max, and there are
no available remote memory. (ii) When a remote page-out event occurs, XMemPod backs
up each remote page-out event from local VM to its disk swap partition as well. This serves
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as a fault tolerant contingency solution for network link failure or remote server failure.
4.4 Elastic Remote Memory Sharing
Demand-driven Memory Sharing. XMemPod creates a host-VM shared memory pod for
each VM on a host and multiple remote memory pods for remote memory sharing by start-
ing with unmapped state for each slab. XMemPod initiates host/remote placement to map
the slab to a host-VM shared memory pod or a remote memory pod when additional exter-
nal memory is needed. Such late binding reduces unnecessary slab mapping and improves
memory sharing efficiency.
Connection Management. XMemPod uses one-sided RDMA READ/WRITE operations
for data plane activities and RDMA SEND/RECEIVE operations for control plane activi-
ties. For each individual connection, two channels are established: (i) RDMA channel is
used for maintaining the network connection, data transfer, and data corruption. (ii) XMem-
Pod channel maintains status of remote MemPod by interacting with remote agent and uses
it for placement and eviction algorithms.
Remote Memory Balancing. Several remote memory selection algorithms are imple-
mented to minimize memory imbalance across machines and used as configuration param-
eters, including round robin (RR), weighted RR, random, or power of two choices [114,
21], with RR as the default. XMemPod proactively allocates memory slabs of size Remote-
memory-max and registers as memory region for RDMA operations on remote servers,
which reduces the cost of initialization process. Remote idle memory is monitored and
when it drops below the Remote-low threshold, remote memory slabs will be deregistered
preemptively through our remote slab eviction handler based on Remote-SlabSize, and
updates the CSPT corresponding to the deregistered slabs. All future write requests will
go to other remote servers through the remote memory server selection algorithm. All fu-
ture read (page-in) requests will be directed to the secondary remote server if two or more
remote servers are used to serve each remote paging-out request. If both remote servers
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were no longer available due to remote slab eviction, the page-in requests will resort to the
corresponding local disk.
Fault Tolerance. XMemPod runs its client module of the disaggregated memory paging
service on a guest VM, and its server modules, such as SMM, RMM, DSM on the host in
every node of the cluster. If the corresponding guest VM or the host machine fails, or the lo-
cal disk fails during paging, such as server/VM crash, XMemPod provides the same failure
semantics as the guest OS swap facility today. For remote memory paging, it is important
to handle unexpected failure scenarios due to network connection (link) failure or remote
server failures. First, XMemPod does not require central coordination for remote mem-
ory paging, thus, single point of failure and frequent message synchronization are avoided.
Second, each remote swap-out operation is replicated to at least two remote nodes and also
maintained in the local disk swap of the guest VM. Third, each remote paging operation
is treated as an atomic transaction, all or nothing, which is recorded in the corresponding
entry of the CSPT, thus removing the inconsistency due to remote connection failure or
remote server failure. To support stronger fault tolerance, XMemPod supports paging to
more than one remote servers by maintaining the metadata on the size of remote server
available memory and sorting remote servers accordingly. This not only further increases
the fault tolerance in the presence of network connection failure and unreachable server
induced failure. It also simplifies the remote slab eviction handling.
Consistency. For each VM, we maintain a CSPT, which works as a log table to track of
where a swap-out page is. We set the CSPT entry to LOCAL if the page is stored in the
host-VM shared memory pod, otherwise it is set to REMOTE. REMOTE tag has three location
entries to record the address of the primary remote MemPod, the secondary remote Mem-
Pod, and the local disk partition corresponding to the VM. For page-out request, XMemPod
synchronously writes data into RDMA channel of primary remote MemPod and secondary
remote MemPod, while writing asynchronously to the local disk partition. Once the RDMA
WRITE operation of two remote MemPod complete, the write operation is committed af-
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ter its corresponding CSPT entry is updated. To avoid data corruption during transferring
process, RC QP is configured for each RDMA channel, which guarantes that messages are
delivered from a requester to a responder at most once, in order and without correction.
Requester considers a message operation complete once there is an ack from the responder
that the message was read/written to its memory. Responder considers a message opera-
tion complete once the message was read/written to its memory. For page-in request, if
the CSPT entry is set to REMOTE, XMemPod will put one RDMA READ operation on the
primary MemPod address into the RDMA dispatch queue. When the READ completes,
XMemPod responds by marking the commit of the read operation. Otherwise, XMemPod
reads it from the secondary MemPod, or the local disk partition. We consider two failure
cases.
(1) Local VM failure/exit. When the PSM is unreachable, XMemPod considers the
scenario as local VM failure or exit. Upon detecting this failure, the garbage collection is
triggered at both local host-VM shared MemPod and two remote MemPods. It marks all
slabs for this VM as unmapped and removes corresponding CSPT. The garbage collection
for local disk is performed and cleared by guest OS.
(2) Host failure. For each server module of XMemPod, its RMM periodically checks
the reachability of each remote MemPod agent in its remote server group, and considers
unreachability of a remote agent as the remote host failure scenario. Upon detecting this
failure, XMemPod updates the corresponding CSPT entry(s) as unavailable. For a page-in
read request, if both primary and secondary remote servers fail, then by its CSPT entry, the
request will be sent to the local disk swap partition. Also for each failed host, the remote
agent unmaps and deregisters all slabs that are used as remote MemPod slabs for page
requests read from and write to this failed host. The broken RDMA and XMemPod channel
will be removed from the agent as well.
Scalability. A fundamental challenge for providing cluster-wide memory virtualization is
to scaling the system to terabytes of collective memory in a cluster. However, to track
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where each swap-out page is located in the cluster, the server module corresponding to
the VM needs to maintain the metadata such as server ID, MemPod ID and offset in the
CSPT entry of this page in the host-VM shared memory. Consider a simple in-memory
hash table is used to store the location of each of its pages in the cluster, and each page is
4KB in size. If we use 8 bytes to store each location identifier metadata, then we would
need up to 5GB host-VM shared memory to store the hash table for the 2 terabytes of
cluster-wide memory. For 10 TB, it is 25 GB. Maintaining a CSPT of such size for each
VM will incur prohibitively high cost as the cluster-wide memory scales up. To address
this scalability challenge, XMemPod adopts group sharing model, where servers within the
group forms a remote memory sharing group, each server can access the memory sharing
state of all other members of its group. A leader election protocol [115] elects the one with
maximum unused memory as the leader of a group periodically. If the leader node crashes
(handshake time-out), a new leader election process will be triggered. Also, leaders of all
remote memory sharing groups form the top tier grouping service, which supports dynamic
re-grouping upon request from their member client(s).
XMemPod is deployed successfully on small size RDMA clusters (32 machines) with up
to 8 VMs each, a total of up to 256 VMs. As the number of VMs increases on a host, there
is small overhead involved in dynamic allocation/deallocation of shared memory pools in
unit of slab. Right sizing of slabs is beneficial. Larger slabs can decrease the utilization
efficiency of memory sharing. Also, the current sharing strategy for host and remote shared
memory is greedy and demand driven.
4.5 XMemPod Optimizations
We describe three other optimizations. Figure 4.4 shows how they are orchestrated in
concert for host/remote memory sharing.
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Figure 4.4: XMemPod Optimizations.
4.5.1 Compressed Swap Page Table
XMemPod compresses all swap-out pages before placing them into the proper swap parti-
tion. All swap-in pages are decompressed first before sent back to the application’s working
memory. Based on the notion that the compression efficacy mainly depends on two fac-
tors: compressibility of data and choice of data granularity [93, 94], XMemPod deploys a
multi-granularity compression algorithm, which is optimized for achieving the best com-
pressibility: e.g., a 4KB page can be best compressed to one of the four different sizes:
(0,512B], (512,1KB], (1KB,2KB], and (2KB,4KB]. LZ4 [96] is used as the default. Other
multi-granularity compression algorithms include LZO-1X [95].
To keep track of compressed swap pages, four compressed page placement queues are
created: for 512B queue, 8 compressed page slots are created for one shared memory page,
each holds a compressed page of size in (0,512B]. Similarly, 4 compressed page slots for
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1KB queue, each slot holds a compressed page of size in (512B, 1KB], 2 slots for 2KB
queue in (1KB,2KB], and 1 slot for 4KB queue in (2KB,4KB]. XMemPod creates and
maintains a compressed disaggregated memory page table (CSPT) to keep track of each
swap-out page and its metadata With CSPT, the swap-in operation can easily lookup and
locate the compressed page from the respective swap partition, and send it back to the
guest in decompressed format. A hash-table based index structure [116, 117] is used to
optimize read/write operations on the CSPT. When a swap-out operation is intercepted, a
CSPT entry is created for the swapped out page and links it to the Hashtable and a bitmap
variable field is used to indicate the location of the swap partition where the compressed
page currently resides. Other metadata recorded in the CSPT entry includes the address of
this compressed page, the length of compressed page which is required for decompression.
4.5.2 Hybrid Page-out
Upon receiving a page-out request from the guest VMA, the PSM intercepts the page and
calls the swap writepage() operation. The operation begins by compressing the page into
a temporary buffer in order to know which one of the four compressed page-groups this
compressed page should belong to. Based on the compressed page size, XMemPod chooses
the shared memory page in the most suitable compressed page group, locates the free slot
with its offset, and has temporary buffer copied into the corresponding slot address. Next,
the PSM checks with SMM to determine if there is sufficient room in the host-VM shared
memory pod to serve this page-out request. When unused host memory is insufficient,
instead of putting the most recent pages to remote (MRPR), which keeping the older pages
in the fast host-VM shared memory pod, we advocates the hybrid page-out optimization by
placing least recent pages to remote (LRPR), which maximizes the utilization of host-VM
shared memory to serve the most recent paging traffic, and selects remote memory as the
next preferred tier for hybrid swap-out. Similarly, when there is insufficient remote memory
in the cluster, the hybrid page-out procedure will split the older pages by their LRU stamps
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and move the relatively more recent pages to remote memory and the older ones to disk
swap partition. In both cases, pages remain compressed during hybrid swap-out process
and updates are performed on the compressed disaggregated memory page table and the
hashtable index accordingly.
4.5.3 Proactive Page-in
Acceleration Through Metadata Piggybacks. We observe that when the working set of
application is big, the page table grows and the PTE lookup cost increases. For frequent
swap-in events, this cost can be non-trivial. XMemPod accelerates swap-in operations by
piggyback of some metadata: when a page is swapped out, XMemPod keeps the address of
the PTE related to this page as a piece of metadata together with the swapped-out page, and
stores the metadata in the corresponding entry of the compressed swap page table CSPT
for this swap-out page. For each page of 4K bytes, this metadata only takes up 4 bytes.
The cost of keeping this metadata in the swap area is only about 1/1000 of the total size
of the swapped-out pages. Using this metadata, when a page is swapped into the working
memory of the guest, XMemPod is able to quickly locate the PTE that needs to be updated
by referring to this metadata without the need to scan the page table. Thus, the time spent
on accessing the PTE of a swapped page will not increase as the size of the system wide
page table grows. This advantage is applied to proactive swap-in from host to guest, from
remote to guest, or from remote to host.
Proactive Batch Read (swap-in). If a page is swapped in from either remote memory
pod(s) or a disk swap partition, the SSM will check if the free pages in the shared memory
pod are above the pre-defined batch swap-in threshold, supplied in system initialization: if
yes, the remote memory pod manager or the disk swap block device will trigger proactive
batch swap-in, which batch swap-in those pages nearby the requested page (temporal or
spatial locality aware), and otherwise, it only swaps in the requested page.
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Table 4.1: Applications Used in Experiments
Workload Suite/Application Dataset
PageRank Spark GraphX 1 million pages
LogisticRegression Spark Mllib 7.5 million samples
TunkRank PowerGraph 30 million vertices
Kmean PowerGraph 7 million samples
SVM Liblinear 45 thousand samples
YCSB-Memcached Memcached 20 million records
YCSB-Redis Redis 20 million records
YCSB-VoltDB VoltDB 20 million records
Canneal PARSEC 2.5 million records
Apache Solr Cloudsuite 12GB index
4.6 Evaluation
We evaluate XMemPod using ten popular memory-intensive applications, with first five ma-
chine learning and next five big data applications, listed in Table 4.1, and compare XMem-
Pod with Linux (conventional OS swap facility), Accelio nbdX [22] and Infiniswap [21].
Experiments are performed on a 32-machine, 56 Gbps Infiniband cluster. Each machine has
32 core E5-2650v2 CPU, 64 GB memory, 2TB SATA 7.2K rpm hard drives, and running
KVM 1.2.0 with QEMU 2.0.0 as virtualization platform. We use Linux 4.1.0 and Ubuntu
14.04 for both the guest and host system. For most of the experiments unless otherwise
stated, we run 80 VMs on a 32-machine RDMA cluster and created an equal number of
VMs for each application workload. 1/3 of VMs used 100% configuration, 1/3 of VMs
used 75% configuration, and 1/3 of VMs used 50% configuration. We started with the
100% configuration by creating a VM with large enough memory to fit entire workload in
memory. We measured the peak memory consumption, and then ran 75% and 50% config-
urations by creating VMs with enough memory to fit these fractions of the peak memory
consumption. The working sets for the ten applications range from 25GB to 30GB and
their input dataset sizes range from 12GB to 20GB. Unless explicitly stated, we use the de-
fault configurations: sm-SlabSize=512MB, Remote-SlabSize=1GB, hybrid swap-out













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.6: Big Data Workload Performance Comparison of Infiniswap, nbdX and XMem-
Pod.
4.6.1 Impact on Applications
Machine Learning Applications Performance. This experiment measures the XMem-
Pod performance (Figure 4.5c) on PageRank, LogisticRegression, TunkRank, Kmean, and
SVM by comparing them to those using Infiniswap (Figure 4.5b), nbdX (Figure 4.5a) and
Linux. Due to space limit, Linux measurement figures are omitted, but we provide statis-
tical results in the discussion. We highlight three observations: First, for 75% configura-
tion, XMemPod improves application completion time by 24x on average and up to 83x,
over Linux, improves over Infiniswap and nbdX by 2.3x and 2.2x respectively. Second,
for 50% configuration, XMemPod improves application completion time by 45x on aver-
age and up to 85x over Linux, improves over Infiniswap by 4.4x (best case) and 2.6x on
average, improves over nbdX by 4.3x (best case) and 2.5x on average. Third, both nbdX
(Figure 4.5a) and Infiniswap (Figure 4.5b) show a super-linear increase of completion time,
whereas XMemPod (Figure 4.5c) shows steady performance. For 75% configuration, us-







































































































































































































































Figure 4.7: Big Data Workload 99th Percentile Latency Comparison of Infiniswap, nbdX
and XMemPod.
completion time instead of 1.9x using Infiniswap, 1.8x using nbdX and 25x using Linux.
For 50% configuration, using XMemPod, machine learning applications experience only on
average 1.3x increase in completion time instead of 3.4x using Infiniswap, 2.5x using nbdX
and 59x using Linux.
Big Data Applications Performance. Applications used in this set of experiments are
Memcached [1], Redis [2], VoltDB [3], Canneal [118], and Apache solr [119]. We measure
XMemPod performance (Figure 4.6c) and compare it to Infiniswap (Figure 4.6b), nbdX
(Figure 4.6a) and Linux. For Memcached, Redis and VoltDB, we use the dataset published
by Facebook [120] and choose ETC and SYS as workloads to explore different rates of SET
operations. ETC is read-intensive workload, which has 5% SET and 95% GET, and SYS
has 25% SET and 75% GET, which is popularly used as write-intensive workload [120, 21].
The experiments start by populating a Memcached or Redis or VoltDB by YCSB client, as
shown in Table 4.1. We then perform ETC and SYS workload over the whole dataset.
We observe three interesting results: (1) For 75% configuration, XMemPod improves
application completion time by 138x on average and 423x in the best case, over Linux,
improves over Infiniswap and nbdX by 13.2x and 12.9x in the best case, and 4.7x and
4.5x on average, respectively. (2) For 50% configuration, XMemPod improves application
completion time by 612x in the best case and 271x on average over Linux; It improves ap-
plication completion time by 13.8x and 13.3x in the best case and 6.6x and 6.2x on average
over Infiniswap and nbdX respectively. (3) This set of experiments shows that applications

























(b) Infiniswap Send/Receive Data
Figure 4.8: Network Traffic of Individual Machines.
loads, but when using Infiniswap or nbdX, they experience high degree of fluctuations in
performance.
For 50% configuration, using XMemPod, big data applications experience on average
1.2x increase in completion time, compared to 7.9x using Infiniswap, 7.3x using nbdX and
313x using Linux.
Given that tail-latency is considered a more accurate indicator of performance degra-
dation for bigdata workloads, we measured median and 99th percentile response latency
for Memcached, Redis, and VoltDB respectively by using all three paging systems. Due
to space limit, we only include the 99th percentile latency comparison of XMemPod with
Infiniswap and nbdX in Figure 4.7 since application performance using Linux is significant
slower for all workloads. Using XMemPod, the 99th percentile latencies for all applica-
tions are much closer to the performance of 100% configuration when their working sets
do not fully fit in memory. For example, for 50% configuration, using XMemPod, the 99th
tail latencies of Memcached, Redis, and VoltDB are increased by 42%, 16%, and 33% re-
spectively, and in contrast, the 99th tail latencies are increased by 19.7x, 16.0x, and 3.4x
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(b) Data Stored in Remote (%)
Figure 4.10: Data Distribution of Individual Machines
4.6.2 Cluster Utilization
Figure 4.8 shows the amount of send/receive data over the RDMA cluster of 32 machines.
The total amount of network traffic over RDMA in the case of Infiniswap is 524GB, while
XMemPod is 128GB, which is only 24% of Infiniswap. Similar comparison is observed for
nbdX.
Figure 4.9 shows the detailed measurement on memory usage distribution of four ran-
domly picked machines for XMemPod and Infiniswap respectively. For Infiniswap, all
servers do not benefit from unused local host memory. Although servers 2 and 4 have
enough local unused memory to serve the external memory service request from its local
VMs, Infiniswap is unable to do so, and instead, all page-out requests are sent to other



































































































































Figure 4.11: Varying Host and Remote Memory Sharing Distribution (different latency
scale in Figure 4.11b and 4.11c).
to serve the paging requests from local VMs. Servers 2, 3 and 4 can serve all page-out
(write) requests from unused host memory pods, in addition to provide remote disaggre-
gated memory services to other nodes in the cluster.
Figure 4.10 compares the overall data distribution with respect to data stored in local
host v.s. data stored in remote nodes for XMemPod and Infiniswap. It is interesting to
observe that for Infiniswap, the ratio of the average of data stored in local and remote is
65% v.s. 35%. In contrast, for XMemPod, the ratio of average of data stored in local and
remote is 90% v.s. 10%.
4.6.3 Host/Remote Memory Distribution
This section compares the performance impact of varying host and remote memory dis-
tribution on application performance for all four systems: Linux, Infiniswap, nbdX, and
XMemPod. Using 50% configuration, we have 50% of working set sent to external disag-
gregated memory via paging. For XMemPod, XM-SM denotes 100% of paging events are
handled in host shared memory. XM-RDMA denotes 100% in remote memory via RDMA
network, and zero host shared memory is reserved by XMemPod. The remaining three
host-remote distribution split ratios are XM-9:1, XM-7:3, and XM-5:5. XM-9:1 denotes
that 90% of paging traffic is served in host-VM shared memory pod and 10% of it is sent
to the remote memory pods.
Figure 4.11 shows the results. We highlight four observations. First, Figure 4.11a shows









































































(b) Software Stack Bandwidth
Figure 4.12: Bandwidth Measurement.
171x, and 240x respectively, compared with Linux, increase by 11.4x, 5.1x, and 2.0x com-
pared with Infiniswap, and increase by 10.5x, 4.9x, and 1.8x compared with nbdX. Second,
using XM-RDMA, throughput of Redis, Memcached and VoltDB increase by 3.2x, 1.8x,
and 1.6x respectively, compared to Infiniswap, and increase by 2.9x, 1.8x, and 1.5x re-
spectively, compared to nbdX. Third, in XMemPod, as the percentage of remote memory
increases in the hybrid swap-out setting, ranging from XM-SM, XM-9:1, XM-7:3, XM-5:5
to XM-RDMA, throughputs of all three applications reduce linearly in Figure 4.11a. Fi-
nally, using XMemPod, the mean and 99th percentile latencies for Redis, Memcached, and
VoltDB are significantly shorter compared to Linux, Infiniswap, and nbdX for all settings
of host-remote memory paging, as shown in Figure 4.11b and Figure 4.11c. Even with
XM-RDMA, the 99th percentile latencies of Redis, Memcached and VoltDB improve by
1.8x, 1.7x, and 3.1x, comparing to Infiniswap, and by 1.7x, 1.5x, and 2.6x, comparing to
nbdX.
4.6.4 Memory Bandwidth Utilization
To better understand the reason why XMemPod RDMA only scenario (XM-RDMA) out-
performs Infiniswap and nbdX, we compare the RDMA network bandwidth and software
stack bandwidth of XMemPod, Infiniswap and nbdX. Figure 4.12 shows the results. The


















































































































(b) Remote - Logistic Regression
Figure 4.13: XMemPod Performance with Multiple Remote Servers
ing from 1/4KB to 64KB. Message size indicates how much each RDMA write/read oper-
ation sends/receives at one time. The RDMA network card is Mellanox FDR CX3 single
port mezz card with 56Gbps. Figure 4.12a shows that bandwidth reaches maximum as
message size is equal or greater than 16KB. The max bandwidth is around 6GB, which
matches the speed of RDMA network card (56Gbps). Figure 4.12b measured the software
stack bandwidth, i.e., how fast (XMemPod, Infiniswap, or nbdX) could get data from block
device and put it to RDMA driver. As the message size increases, the bandwidth also in-
creases (XM-64 means XMemPod with 64KB message size). When message size reaches
2048KB, the software stack bandwidth is over the RDMA bandwidth, which is highlighted
with red dotted line. Overflowed requests would be put into RDMA work request send
queue, which will occupy extra memory. Therefore, to avoid overflow, request sending rate
of XMemPod should be bounded by the RDMA bandwidth. Hence, 1024KB is used as the
default for XMemPod when using RDMA network card with 56Gbps capacity.
4.6.5 Impact of Remote Memory Sharing
In this section, we deploy XMemPod on a 32-machine RDMA cluster on Emulab [110]. We
turn off the host-VM shared memory option and only rely on remote memory for serving
paging requests under 50% configuration. We randomly choose a server with two VMs


























































































































(b) Remote - Logistic Regression
Figure 4.14: Eviction Impact on Performance
memory slabs to be distributed across multiple remote servers. We measure the perfor-
mance of remote paging to 2 to 8 servers, each of which runs a VM for Logistic Regression
workload. We report two sets of experiments due to space constraint.
Remote Paging to Multiple Servers. Figure 4.13 measures the impact of remote paging
on both host and remote application performance. We make three observations. First, on
host server, using XMemPod, all applications complete significantly faster than the sce-
nario without XMemPod. Furthermore, XMemPod with 2 remote server case improves the
completion time of Memcached and Redis by 70x and 179x respectively, over the scenario
without XMemPod. Second, the performance of both Redis and Memcached is stable as
we increase the number of servers for serving remote paging. This is because each server
only equips with one Infiniband card in the Emulab RDMA cluster, the performance of
remote read/write operation is limited by one network card. We expect that XMemPod will
benefit from parallel remote I/O if multiple Infiniband cards are equipped. Third, Logis-
tic Regression on each of the remote servers serving remote paging traffic from Redis and
Memcached exhibits stable performance in all cases, which is expected because XMem-
Pod uses one-sided RDMA operation to read/write remotely, which completely bypasses
remote CPUs.
Impact of Eviction on Application Performance. Figure 4.14 measures the impact of
remote memory eviction operations on the performance of both host and remote appli-
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Table 4.2: Hybrid Swap-out Policy Comparison: Completion Time (second)
Application Method XM-9:1 XM-7:3 XM-5:5
LR LRPR 701(22%) 714(25%) 728(24%)MRPR 903 947 961
SVM LRPR 593(19%) 607(22%) 621(21%)MRPR 729 776 787
cations. We highlight two observations. First, eviction increases the completion time of
Memcached and Redis by 1.3% and 1.4%. A primary factor is caused by the process of
EVICT event handling, updating CSPT (section 4.5.1), and redirecting request to the other
remote server that stores the copy of requested memory slab. Second, eviction has no per-
formance impact on Logistic Regression on remote server, as shown in Figure 4.14b. The
main cost of evicting slab is memory region deregistration. For 1GB slab, the average cost
of it is 273 microseconds. When we increase to 4GB, 8GB or 16GB of slabs, the average
cost for memory region deregistration is 1121, 2157, and 4356 microseconds respectively.
4.6.6 Effect of Optimization
Due to the space constraint, we report the experimental evaluation on the effectiveness of
multi-granular compression, hybrid page-out and proactive page-in provided in XMemPod
in this Appendix for those readers who are interested in the results.
Effect of Hybrid Page-out. We compare the Most Recent Pages to Remote (MRPR)
and the Least Recent Pages to Remote (LRPR) with three hybrid page-out settings (XM-
9:1, XM-7:3, and XM-5:5). For all 10 applications, hybrid swap-out with LRPR policy
performs much better than MRPR. Table 4.2 shows the results for Logistic Regression
and SVM due to space limit. By LRPR, most recently accessed pages are more likely
to be swapped out to the host shared memory swap space, whereas the older pages are
moved to the remote memory swap partition or disk swap. Thus, LRPR is more efficient
in utilizing the smaller but faster host memory when it is available, whereas using MRPR,
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Figure 4.15: Proactive Batch Swap-in (PBS) (zoom-in figure shows the comparison of
XMemPod w and w/o PBS)
Effect of Proactive Batch Swap-in (PBS). We measure the total time spent on paging-in
different amount of memory pages under four scenarios: XMemPod with PBS, XMemPod
without PBS, Linux and Infiniswap. Figure 4.15 shows the results. We make two observa-
tions: (1) Although as the total amount of memory pages to be swapped in is increasing,
the total time spent on swap-in increases for all four scenarios. XMemPod with PBS is sig-
nificant faster than Infiniswap and Linux. It takes 1820 seconds and 2683s to swap in 8GB
memory in Infiniswap and Linux case respectively. In comparison, with proactive batch
swap-in, the total time consumed by the same swap-in events is only 6.5s, which is three
orders of magnitude smaller than Infiniswap and Linux. (2) When the page-in amount is
increased from 1GB to 8GB, using Infiniswap, the completion time is increased by 1,593
seconds (from 227s to 1820s). In comparison, using XMemPod with PBS, as the amount
of swap-in memory pages grows, the completion time only increases by 1.8 seconds to 6.5
seconds.
Effect of Multi-granular Compression. We evaluate the impact of multi-granular dis-
aggregated memory page compression on the completion time of applications, under 50%
configuration, for three scenarios: (i) 4-granularity compression (XMemPod with 4 com-
pressed page sizes), (ii) 2-granularity compression (XMemPod with 2 compressed page
sizes), and (iii) no compression scenario. Similar results are observed from all applications
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(b) Local Disk
Figure 4.16: Effect of Multi-granularity Compression
obtain the peak size of 28GB to fit the LR working sets in memory for the 100% config-
uration. Then for 50% configuration, 14GB of LR working set cannot fit in memory. We
vary the ratio of paging to host shared memory and to remote memory by 4:6, 3:7 and 10:0
respectively. With 4:6 ratio, about 40% of the 14GB LR working set can leverage from
the host-VM shared memory pod and the remaining 60% will use the remote memory. We
measure the swap-out performance with and without compression. Figure 4.16 shows that
multi-granularity compression improves the performance of applications as more swap-out
pages can remain in the host-VM shared memory. We highlight two observations. First,
with 4:6 host-remote memory ratio, Figure 4.16a and Figure 4.16b show that XMemPod
with 4-granularity compression improves the performance of Logistic Regression by 1.57x
and 21x for hybrid swap-out to remote memory or to local disk respectively, compared
to XMemPod w/o compression scenario. But XMemPod with 2-granularity compression
cannot keep most of the swap-out pages in the host-VM shared memory, in comparison.
Second, with 7:3 host-remote memory ratio, without compression, the performance of Lo-
gistic Regression is 1.57x and 21x slower respectively for hybrid swap-out to remote mem-
ory or to local disk, compared to XMemPod with either 2-granularity compression and 4-
granularity compression, because most of the swap-out pages under both multi-granularity
compressions can be served from the host-VM shared memory.
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4.7 Related Work
Dynamic Memory Balancing. Existing research on scheduling and consolidating phys-
ical memory among VMs centered on dynamic memory balancing, with Ballooning [31]
as the most representative. Ballooning requires manual administration of when to trigger
ballooning and how much ballooning is sufficient. Proposals [32, 33, 34] devoted to peri-
odic estimation of VM working set size. But, accurate working set prediction is hard under
changing workloads [8, 35, 36].
Memory Page Compression and Deduplication. Existing proposals for page dedupli-
cation [7, 121, 122] aim at identifying duplicate memory pages, reducing the amount of
unnecessary or inconsistent paging, to provide better memory sharing among VMs. Some
open source efforts provide transcendent memory (tmem) interface for paging [123] or a
compressed RAM cache [99] via mounting a ramdisk for VM paging. However, these so-
lutions are not scalable to increased paging requests and suffering high cost. Proposals for
addressing double paging [91] and memory compression [124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129,
130, 94] can be leveraged in XMemPod to further improve host/remote memory sharing.
Distributed Shared Memory/Disaggregated Memory. Distributed shared memory (DSM)
was studied extensively [37, 38, 39, 19, 40, 41]. However, DSM suffers poor performance
due to high communication overhead. Disaggregated memory has attracted much attention
recentlly [42, 43, 17, 44, 15, 45]. Most proposals rely on new hardware architecture, new
network protocols to cut down the communication cost. Some proposals show the benefit of
leveraging RDMA technology [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 48], exploiting the disk-network
latency gap by limiting remote memory to certain workloads, such as remote storage for
key-value stores[53, 54, 55, 56], distributed objects [57], swap pages [58, 59, 60, 61, 62,
21], object replication [63]. Most of these efforts lack of desired transparency and all
existing proposals treat and leverage unused host memory as the remote memory, fail to
take advantage of the performance gap between DRAM and network interconnect, such as
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Infiniband. Until the network interconnect offers the same level of low latency I/O as the
DRAM, we argue that a latency-sensitive disaggregated memory orchestration framework
is critical for efficient virtualization of cluster wide memory.
4.8 Conclusion
Virtualization of cluster wide memory via disaggregated memory orchestration is a key
to enable independent scaling of compute and memory resources, allowing VMs to meet
transient memory demand to run large memory applications in virtualized clouds. We have
presented XMemPod, a software defined, application transparent disaggregated memory or-
chestration framework for virtualization of cluster-wide memory. XMemPod is deployed on
a virtualized RDMA cluster without any modifications to user applications and the OSes.
It offers orders of magnitude performance gain for bigdata and ML applications. XMem-
Pod incurs no functional nor performance impact on guest VMs that do not use it or that
incurs zero paging. Our extensive experimental evaluation of XMemPod on unmodified
Spark, Apache Hadoop, Memcached, Redis and VoltDB have demonstrated its effective-
ness: Compared to conventional OS disk swap, XMemPod improves throughputs of these
applications by 11x to 612x, median and tail latencies by 174x to 702x and 218x to 630x
respectively. Compared to the state of art remote memory paging systems represented by
Infiniswap and nbdX, XMemPod improves throughputs by up to 14x, median latencies and
tail latencies by up to 12x and 15x respectively.
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CHAPTER 5
SUPPORTING HUGE PAGES FOR BIG DATA AND ML APPLICATIONS
We describe Xpage, a huge page memory management framework. Xpage by design can
effectively mitigate the fragmentation problem and brings the benefits of huge page to ap-
plications automatically and transparently, even in high frequent memory allocation and
deallocation condition which can quickly fragment memory space and degrade application
performance significantly. Instead of demoting huge pages to base pages once fragmenta-
tion occurs [131, 132, 133], Xpage tracks allocated/unallocated memory regions and com-
pacts all memory regions in memory allocator level by placing them carefully within huge
page boundaries. Xpage represents a memory management redesign that brings perfor-
mance and memory saving to memory intensive applications by supporting dynamic huge
page memory management without resorting to splitting huge pages for memory fragmen-
tation.
5.1 Introduction
A fundamental property of virtual memory is that the CPU references a virtual address that
is translated via a combination of software and hardware to a physical address. This allows
data only to be paged into memory on demand improving memory utilization. The use of
virtual memory is pervasive but this indirection is not without cost. Due to translation, a
virtual memory reference necessitates multiple accesses to physical memory, multiplying
the cost of an ordinary memory reference by a factor depending on the page table format. To
cut the costs associated with translation, virtual memory implementations take advantage
of the principal of locality by storing recent translations in a cache called the Translation
lookaside buffer (TLB). It is a part of memory management unit (MMU). The TLB stores
the recent translations of virtual memory to physical memory and serves as an address
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translation cache. Once an instruction asks the processor to do memory operation on a
virtual address, the processor first checks to see whether the TLB contains an entry for that
virtual address. If the requested address is present in the TLB, the search yields a match
quickly and the retrieved physical address can be used to access memory. This is called
a TLB hit. If the requested address is not in the TLB, it is a miss, and the translation
proceeds by looking up the page table in a process called a page walk. The page walk
is expensive when compared to the processor speed, as it involves reading the contents
of multiple memory locations and using them to compute the physical address. Modern
servers (such as 64 bit computers) have the capacity to support hundreds of gigabytes (GBs)
of RAM, and memory intensive applications should be able to take advantage of such large
amount of DRAM memories. On the other hand, increased capacity also poses a significant
challenge for address translation.
Hardware manufactures and operating systems provide kernel support for larger page
sizes in terms of 2MB huge pages instead of traditional 4KB pages to address the increas-
ing DRAM capacity and the increased demand for efficient access to large memory. The
benefits of huge pages are the obvious performance gain from fewer translations requiring
fewer cycles. It has been reported that database workloads will gain about 2-7% perfor-
mance using huge pages whereas scientific workloads can range between 1% and 45%
[134].
Challenges of supporting huge pages. Transparent Huge Page (THP) [131, 132] and
libhugetlbfs (a userspace interface to utilize huge pages) [135] are used to enable a single
TLB entry to map a large region (2MB). Huge pages require size aligned addresses and
the memory allocator only allocate huge pages if mmap region is 2MB aligned. But ap-
plications do not fully utilize the huge pages allocated to them, because a process using
less than a full huge page has to reserve the entire huge page region, which could introduce
serious internal fragmentation. Such greedy and aggressive allocation of huge pages makes
it impossible to predict application’s memory usage because of the memory fragmentation.
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Moreover, memory intensive applications such as MongoDB, Redis and VoltDB running
with huge pages enabled servers often experience performance degradation, high kernel
space CPU utilization, memory bloating, even for memory intensive applications [133].
As a result, to maintain predictable and stable performance for memory intensive applica-
tions, many strongly recommend users to disable huge page even though they are running
memory intensive applications on large memory machines.
Scope and Contributions. We describe a huge page memory management framework,
called Xpage. Xpage by design can effectively mitigate the fragmentation problem and
brings the benefits of huge page to applications automatically and transparently, even in
stressful conditions. For example, high frequent memory allocation and deallocation can
quickly fragment memory space and degrade application performance significantly, Xpage
always keeps huge pages compacted and achieves the expected performance benefits of
huge page. Concretely, instead of demoting huge pages to base pages once fragmentation
occurs [131, 132, 133], Xpage tracks allocated/unallocated memory regions and compacts
all memory regions in memory allocator level by placing them carefully within huge page
boundaries. Xpage represents a memory management redesign that brings performance
and memory saving to memory intensive applications by supporting dynamic huge page
memory management without resorting to splitting huge pages for memory fragmentation.
5.2 Linux Huge Page
Operating systems can leverage the hardware support for huge pages in two ways. First,
reserving a pool of contiguous memory at boot time. Linux provides a libhugetlbfs
interface to utilize huge pages. But, this approach is not flexible and is not transparent for
applications, since it requires applications to explicitly request for huge pages. Pages that
are used as huge pages are reserved inside the kernel and cannot be used for other purposes.
Huge pages cannot be swapped out under memory pressure. Once a number of huge pages
have been pre-allocated to the kernel huge page pool, a user with appropriate privilege
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Figure 5.1: Linear Address Translation to 4K Page. [136]
can use either the mmap system call or shared memory system calls to use the huge page.
Windows and MacOS provide similar approach to support huge pages. Second, a more
practical way to bring the benefits of huge pages to applications is Transparent Huge Pages
(THP), where operating system tries to use huge pages for the backing of virtual memory
with huge pages that supports the automatic promotion and demotion of page sizes and
without the shortcomings of libhugetlbfs. Linux huge page management algorithms
are aggressive. It always tries to allocate huge page if THP is enabled. Linux’s approach
works well for simple applications that allocate a large memory region and rarely release
objects, but in most cases applications do not always fully utilize the huge pages allocated
to them, especially when application does frequent memory allocation and deallocation,
which leads to serious internal fragmentation problems.
For huge page promotion, Linux page fault handler adds all memory area mm slot into
a single global list to be used by khugepaged, which is a kernel daemon that occasion-
ally attempts to allocate a huge page. If it succeeds, it will scan through that list looking for
a place where that huge page can be substituted for a bunch of smaller pages. The scanning
process is costly since it requires to scan page tables and checks page status, including page
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Figure 5.2: Linear Address Translation to 2M Page.[136]
LRU, page lock, access bit, anonymous bit, idle page flag, and reference bit. The complete
promotion process includes four steps. 1) lock page table 2) scan to find candidates 3) al-
locate huge page 4) copy base page data to huge page region. collapse huge page()
is the API for triggering huge page demotion in Linux.
For huge page demotion, once a huge page partially unmapped it will be put onto split
queue. Pages on split queue are going to be split instantly or under memory pressure
according to different configuration. Demotion is also expensive since this action implies
splitting all PMD the page mapped with. For instance, we load 10 million key-value pairs
into Redis and randomly remove 50% of whole dataset. The average latency of splitting
one huge page is 40,964 nanosecond. split huge page to list() is the API for
triggering huge page promotion in Linux.
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Figure 5.3: Linear Address Translation to 1G Page.[136]
5.3 Problem Statements
5.3.1 Paging Structure
Currently, hardware manufactures support three different paging modes, which are 32-bit,
PAE, and 4-level paging. Among them, only 4-level paging mode can be adopted for huge
pages, since it supports 4KB, 2MB, and 1GB page size, as shown in Figure 5.1, Figure
5.2, and Figure 5.3. With 4-level paging, linear address are translated using a hierarchy of
in-memory paging structures located using the contents of CR3. A 4KB naturally aligned
PML4 table is located at the physical address specified in CR3. A PML4 table comprises
512 64-bit entries (PML4Es). A PML4E is selected and combined with PDPT (Page Di-
rectory Pointer Table) to select a PDPTE. Similarly, PDE (Page Directory Pointer Table
Entry) and PTE (Page Table Entry) are selected and are combined with offset to eventually
generate physical address. In each level of paging structure, a PS bit is used for indicating
page size, which is the key for huge pages support. If PS bit is 0, the entry references an-




































































Figure 5.5: Redis Performance with Read Workload
PS bit, operating system could figure out what the page size is. Specifically, 4KB page
uses the last 12 bits as offset; 2MB page uses PTE (9 bits) and last 12 bits as offset; 1GB
page uses PDE (9 bits), PTE (9 bits), and last 12 bits as offset. By splitting or collapsing
paging structure, operating system could dynamically promote base pages to huge pages or
demote huge pages to base pages. This will be addressed in section 5.3.5.
5.3.2 Performance Benefit from Huge Pages
One huge page is composed of a fixed number of contiguous base pages. Linux uses a 2MB
page entry to cover a contiguous 2MB memory region for its address translation, instead of
using 512 4KB page entries to cover it. With huge page, the page table becomes significant
smaller. Since PTE (9 bits) pluses the last 12 bits are used as offset, each huge page could
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Figure 5.6: Huge Page Internal Fragmentation.
save 32KB (512 * 64Byte) memory space compared with using base page. Moreover, TLB
table of the same size could cover significant larger memory space.
To gain an in-depth understanding of the potential opportunities of exploiting huge
pages, we use YCSB to generate 10 million key-value pairs and execute write and read
operations to Redis using different page size, as shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5. We
highlight two observations. First, compared to 4KB page size, using 2MB page size the the
number of TLB miss is reduced by 40% and 54% for write and read workload respectively.
Second, compared to 4KB page size, using 2MB page size the workload completion time
is reduced by 17% and 24% for write and read workload respectively.
5.3.3 Internal Fragmentation
Internal fragmentation is caused by applications do not fully utilize the huge page allocated
to them. Due to the rules governing memory allocation, computer memory is pre-allocated
through memory allocator using mmap or brk system calls. Once THP is enabled, memory
allocator always gets a huge page size (2MB) memory chunk from operating system kernel.
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Table 5.1: Memory Utilization of Huge Pages











Bins are used by memory allocator to store free memory regions. Each bin has an asso-
ciated size class and stores/manages memory regions of this size class. According to bin
configuration, memory allocator divides memory chunk into smaller memory regions and
assigns them to related bins. Basically one huge page memory space contains many mem-
ory regions that belongs to different bins and all memory allocation requests are served in
bin level. Only when the whole memory chunk is empty does the memory allocator returns
the mapped huge page back to OS kernel. In other words, as long as one memory region
with one huge page boundary is still occupied by a object, the entire huge page is reserved.
Figure 5.6 shows the internal fragmentation problem when running Redis. We populate
10 million key-value pairs with 1KB objects using YCSB and delete 50% of the keys ran-
domly. We sample the memory layout of 10 huge pages, as shown in Figure 5.6. Each
row is one 2MB huge page, which is divided into 512 4KB memory regions. We use two
colors to indicate the status of each 4KB memory region, yellow means in use, blue means
free. Even though the average utilization of 10 sampled huge page are only 34%, none
of them could be released back to OS kernel because of the internal fragmentation. The
detailed memory utilization of each huge page is shown in Table 5.1. The problem could
be magnified when workload contains large amount of delete operation. It is impossible
to predict an application’s memory usage in production because memory usage depends
on huge page usage, which in turn depends on the fragmentation. Unlike other types of
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fragmentation, internal fragmentation is extremely difficult to reclaim. Existing approach
includes THP and Ingens, which are discussed in section 5.3.5.
5.3.4 Copy-on-Write
Copy-on-write (COW) is a scheme by which a memory range that is duplicated into a
new region is not physically allocated a new page frame until some data in one of the two
pages is actually modified. In general there are two approaches to have COW work with
huge pages. First, copy-on-write with huge pages. At first, the original huge page frame
remains, and the two virtual huge pages each point to it. Both are marked read-only so
that any attempts to write the huge page will trap into OS. When write happens, the huge
page frame gets duplicated, and each virtual huge page is reassigned to point to its own
copy of the huge page. The problem of this approach is that once the original huge page
is internally fragmented, copy-on-write would also produce another internally fragmented
huge page, making memory fragmentation problem even worse . Second, splitting huge
pages to base pages, freeing unoccupied base pages, and then performing COW on base
page granularity. Although this approach saves more memory space and has little change of
current Linux implementation, accessing the split large pages could significantly degrades
access performance and increase TLB miss ratio.
5.3.5 Existing Solutions and Limitations
One alternative of THP [131, 132] is Ingens [133], which is a framework for huge page
support implemented in Linux kernel space. Ingens allocates only bases pages in the page
fault handler and tracks each base page allocations. If the utilization with a huge page
region is enough (90% in their implementation), Ingens promotes these base pages to a
huge page asynchronously. Similarly, when a base page is freed within a huge page, In-
gens updates the utilization of that huge page region. When the utilization drops below a














Figure 5.7: Xpage Overview.
ever, Ingens suffers from same problem as Linux and even worse. 1) Async promotion
introduces around 50% performance drop, which will be addressed in §5.5 2) Access bit
track required by utilization monitor adds additional cost on critical memory read/write
path. 3) Using demotion to deal with memory fragmentation loses the benefits of using
of huge page. After splitting huge pages, the memory space covered by TLB can be sig-
nificantly reduced. Even though fragmentation is reduced, accessing the split large pages
significantly increases TLB miss ratio and degrades access performance. 4) Both Linux and
Ingens don’t directly promote base pages in place within huge page boundary. In contrast,
they have to copy base pages to a pre-allocated huge page, introducing the cost of memory
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Figure 5.8: Memory Allocation Workflow.
5.4 Xpage Design
5.4.1 Overview
Xpage consists of three core components: the object address table (OAT), the fragmentation
monitor (FM), and the huge page manager (HPM), which interacts with three sub managers
that are tcache manager (TM), non-full run manager (NRM), and full run manager (FRM),
as shown in Figure 5.7. They coordinate closely to bring high performance and efficient
memory saving to memory intensive applications with dynamic memory behavior. Unlike
THP and Ingens that are running in kernel space, Xpage is a memory allocator level mem-
ory management framework. We have the following considerations as designing Xpage. 1)
The basic unit of memory management in OS kernel is the page, regardless base page or
huge page. So, kernel could only handle external fragmentation but not internal fragmen-
tation, since it has no knowledge of exact memory usage inside one page. This is why THP
and Ingens could only sacrifice performance for reducing fragmentation by demoting huge
pages. In contrast memory allocator interacts with both application (malloc/free) and
kernel (brk/mmap), it has full picture of memory layout, which is required for dealing
internal fragmentation problem. 2) To ensure fairness and security, we need to deal with
internal fragmentation within each process’s memory space and use each process’s CPU
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Figure 5.9: Memory Deallocation Workflow.
time to execute tasks. Memory allocator is ideal because it is a run-time library and has no
permission to access other process’s memory space. 3) Kernel has to manage and schedule
kernel level threads as well as processes. It requires a full thread control block to maintain
information about the thread. As a result there is significant overhead and increased in
kernel complexity. Especially, we expect high frequency of memory allocation and deallo-
cation requests, so running Xpage as run-time library should be more efficient than a kernel
thread.
Huge Page Manager (HPM) intercepts all memory allocation and deallocation request.
Memory space are managed in a hierarchical way. One huge page (2MB) is a memory
chunk. A chunk is broken into several runs. Each run is actually a set of one or more
contiguous pages. Each run holds regions of a specific size. Region applies to the end user
memory areas returned by Xpage. For each arena bin, Xpage creates two pairing heap (PH),
which provides O(log n) time for delete and delete min and O(1) for all other operations,
to track the start addresses of fully utilized runs (fullrun heap) and non-fully utilized
runs (nonfullrun heap). nonfullrun heap is used to choose the non-full run that
is lowest in memory when memory allocation request occurs. This tends to keep objects
packed well in low memory space and also help reduce the number of not fully utilized
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Figure 5.10: Memory Compaction Workflow.
are used as well as the number of memory chunks that are allocated. Internal fragmentation
can be calculate by using the size of unused memory regions divided the size of all mem-
ory chunks. Once the internal fragmentation is over the threshold (80%), Fragmentation
Monitor interacts with Huge Page Manager to trigger memory compaction, which contains
tcache, non-full run, and fullrun compaction. The detailed compaction workflow is dis-
cussed in section 5.4.4. Object Address Table (OAT) is used to make applications access
objects transparently after compaction. OAT is another level of indirection between appli-
cation and memory allocator. Instead of a real address, Xpage returns application object a
indirect pointer, which points to a entry in the OAT and can be parsed to the real address
where the object data is actually stored. Xpage is responsible for maintaining this table and
always updating it with the latest address once it moves data.
5.4.2 Memory Allocation Workflow
Upon receiving a memory allocation request, the Xpage HPM intercepts the malloc()
and calls the arena malloc to ask requested size plus 8Byte (the size of a void pointer)
free memory region from memory allocator. At the same time, HPM searches for a free
entry in the OAT and use the first 8Byte of the requested memory region to store the en-
try address. Each entry in the OAT contains two items, the real pointer (realp) which
points to the memory region that actually stores the object data, and the rwlock which is a
read/write lock for guaranteeing the consistency of address. Lastly, Xpage returns the ad-
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dress of OAT entry back to the application as a void pointer. The whole process of memory
allocation is shown in Figure 5.8. On the application side, Xpage provides a prolog()
function to check the rwlock first and then use the realp to access the actual memory
region. Application side operations can be easily combined into compiler to make it trans-
parent.
5.4.3 Memory Deallocation Workflow
Upon receiving a memory deallocation request. Xpage HPM intercepts the free() and
calls the arena demalloc to release memory region specified by the pointer p, as
shown in the Figure 5.9. Since the pointer is pointing to the real memory region (data
area in Figure 5.9) and the 8Byte before this pointer address (header area in Figure 5.9)
stores the entry address in the OAT, these both memory spaces should be released. This
process includes two steps. First, Xpage gets the OAT entry address using the pointer that
is stored in the header and reclaims this entry memory space for future use. Second, Xpage
releases the whole header and data area back to run. If no region exists in current run,
Xpage releases this run. If no run exists in current chunk, Xpage release the chunk as well.
5.4.4 Memory Compaction Workflow
Upon the internal fragmentation is over the threshold, Fragmentation Monitor notifies the
Huge Page Manger to execute memory compaction in tache, non-fullrun, and fullrun level.
Tcache Compaction. Tcache is a caching system in memory allocator that shortens the
memory allocation function call path. It is a shortcut pointer that directly points to the
memory region, saving the cost of going through the hierarchical memory storage (chunk,
run, and region) to search for available memory region. To compact Tcache, Xpage uses
free memory heap to create empty runs in the lowest memory space, divide the runs
into memory regions according to the bin size, and migrates each Tcache slot pointer to
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Figure 5.11: Tcache Compaction.
empty, Xpage will release it and merge with adjacent empty runs if possible. If the memory
chunk is empty, Xpage will release the chunk. Or if the run is partially utilized, Xpage will
insert it into nonfullrun heap, which will be handled in the non-fullrun compaction
process.
Non-fullrun Compaction. This process aims to reduce the number of not fully utilized
runs. Firstly Xpage exports addresses of all non-fullrun from nonfullrun heap to a
sorted compaction array. Xpage runs as two separate algorithms. The first of the them
starts at the beginning of the compaction array and searches for the free memory region
which could be used as the target of migration. Meanwhile, at the end of the compaction
array, the other half of the algorithm is search for occupied memory region which could
be moved. Once Xpage finds the pair of free and occupied memory regions, it moves data
by using memmove(). Eventually the two algorithms will meet somewhere toward the
middle of the compaction array and non-fullrun compaction is finished.















Figure 5.12: Non-fullrun Compaction.
Similarly, Xpage exports addresses of all full run from fullrun heap to a sorted com-
paction array and use free memory heap to create an empty run in the lowest memory
space. Meanwhile, it uses a pointer to scan each address from the end of the compaction
array to the left. If the pointer address is higher than the address of the new created run, it
means memory space is still fragmented, Xpage will migrate the run pointed by the pointer
to the new created run. Or if the pointer address is lower, it means all runs are packed well
already and Fullrun compaction is finished.
During compaction process, when memory region requires to be migrated, Xpage first
locks the OAT entry and copy data to the new memory region using memmove(). Then, it
reads the OAT entry address using the header and updates the realp as the new memory
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Figure 5.13: Fullrun Compaction.
header area and releases the rwlock, as shown in Figure 5.10.
5.5 Evaluation
All experiments are performed on the server which has 32 core E5-2650v2 CPU, 64GB
memory, 2TB SATA 7.2K rpm hard drives. We use Linux 4.1.0 and Ubuntu 14.04 as
operating system. Intel support multiple hardware page sizes of 4KB, 2MB, and 1GB.
Our experiments use only 4KB as base pages and 2MB as huge pages. Our experiment
compares Xpage with Linux with Jemalloc 4.5 and Ingens with commit version fb1f78e for
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Figure 5.15: 50% Write and 50% Read Performance
5.5.1 General Performance and Overhead
We first measure and compare the performance of Xpage, Linux with 2MB huge page,
and Linux with 4KB base page, as shown in Figure 5.14 for load workload, Figure 5.15
for 50% write and 50% read workload, Figure 5.16 for 25% write and 75% read work-
load, and Figure 5.17 for 5% write and 95% read workload. The dataset is generated by
YCSB with 10 million key-value pairs. We highlight several observations. First, for all
four experiments, Xpage improves the application throughput by 1.19X on average and up
Table 5.2: Memory Access Latency.
Memory Access Latency
Linux 4KB Base Page 88783330 ns
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(b) Number of TLB Miss
Figure 5.17: 5% Write and 95% Read Performance
to 1.20X over Linux with 4KB base page. Second, using Xpage the application throughput
is only reduced by 0.63% on average and up to 0.95% compared with Linux with 2MB
huge page. Third, using Xpage the number of TLB miss is significantly reduced by 24.75%
on average and up to 27.25% compared with Linux with 4KB base page. Fourth, using
Xpage increases the number of TLB miss by 1.01X on average and up to 1.05X over Linux
with 2MB huge page. These experiments verify that Xpage provides almost the same per-
formance as Linux’s 2MB huge page (THP). The performance penalty is very small. The
slowdowns stem primarily from accessing OAT, since it is another level of indirection be-
tween application and memory allocator. To better understand the overhead of Xpage, we
measure different types of memory access and compare them, as shown in Table 5.2. Xpage





































































(b) Number of Huge Pages








































































(b) Number of Huge Pages
Figure 5.19: Ingens Performance
Xpage is only 0.46% slower than Linux 2MB huge page.
To compare with the Ingen’s utilization-based huge page management approach, we
conduct a experiment of loading 10 million key-value pairs generated by YCSB to Redis
and measure the real-time Redis throughput and the real-time number of huge pages exist
in OS, as shown in Figure 5.18 and Figure 5.19. We highlight two observations. First, the
throughput of Redis is flat in Xpage case, as shown in Figure 5.18a. But, in Ingens case,
the throughput is extremely unstable and deteriorates sharply once asyn promotion occurs,
which introduces around 50% instant performance drop, as shown in Figure 5.19a. Second,
the number of huge page in Xpage case increases smoothly, as shown in Figure 5.18b. In
contrast, we observe a step-by-step increase of the number of huge pages in Ingens case,
as shown in Figure 5.19b, because of its utilization based promotion design. Each step
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before free objects after free objects
Figure 5.20: Number of Huge Page.
corresponds with one performance drop in Figure 5.19a.
5.5.2 Internal Fragmentation
To evaluate Xpage’s ability to minimize the internal fragmentation without impacting per-
formance, we evaluate the huge page usage and memory layout, as shown in Figure 5.20,
Figure 5.21, and Figure 5.22. To create a parse address space, we first create 100,000 ob-
jects, each of them is 1KB and then delete 50% of objects space using a random pattern.
Figure 5.20 shows the number of huge pages before and after deleting objects. We ob-
serve that both Linux and Ingens keep the same amount of huge page even removing 50%
objects, therefore the memory space is 50% fragmented. Only Xpage is able to compact
memory and release 25 free huge pages back to OS. Specifically, after removing 50% ob-
jects, the memory usage of Xpage case is reduced to 51.92%, which is very close to the
optimal result (50%). Xpage only spends 0.013 second to finish the tcache, non-fullrun,
and fullrun level memory compaction. The memory space compacted is 100MB. Figure
5.21 shows the memory layout before compaction. Each row is one huge page. The yellow
color means occupied region, while blue color means free region. Before compaction, the
memory is seriously fragmented, all free memory regions are sparsely distributed across
52 huge pages. After compaction, as shown in Figure 5.22, all objects are packed to low
memory address space. The first 25 huge pages are completed freed and could be reclaimed
by the OS and used for other processes.
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Table 5.3: Memory Utilization of Huge Pages Before Compaction.
Sequence Occupied (KB) Unoccupied (KB)
1 105 1934
2 – 50 998 1050
51 982 1066
Figure 5.21: Memory Layout before Compaction.
5.6 Related Work
Operating system support for huge pages. Early research discussed the implementation
of supporting multiple page size in HP-UX [137]. Navarro et al. [131] implemented sup-
port for multiple page sizes in FreeBSD with reservation-based huge page allocations and
fragmentation reduction as primary concerns. Carrefour-LP [138] implemented a memory
placement algorithm with support for large pages that balance the load across memory con-
trollers and maintain locality. Ingens [133] improves the transparent huge page of Linux
by using utilization-based huge page promotion and demotion. Guo et al. [139] improves
the huge page deduplication by splitting cold huge pages with high repetition rate and re-
constructing split huge pages when they become hot. All previous OS research has focused
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Table 5.4: Memory Utilization of Huge Pages After Compaction.
Sequence Occupied (KB) Unoccupied (KB)
1 – 25 0 2048
26 121 1927
27 – 50 1996 52
51 1964 84
Figure 5.22: Memory Layout after Compaction.
on supporting huge pages, improving memory efficiency, handling external fragmentation.
None of them focuses on dealing with internal fragmentation within huge page.
Hardware support for huge pages. Address translation cost can be reduced by improving
page walk efficiency [140, 141] or by reducing the number of TLB misses [142, 143, 144,
145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151]. Mapping multiple pages with a single TLB entry is a
way to improve TLB reach by a small factor (max 16X) [152, 146, 147], so this approach
still can not deal with the modern memory size. Direct segments [153, 154] map part of
a process’s linear virtual address space to a contiguous physical memory region, while ap-
plication modification is required. Most hardware approaches need additional architectural
support, but Xpage is implemented based on current hardware.
Fragmentation mitigation. Many copying or generational garbage collectors were pre-
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sented in user space [155, 156, 157, 158, 159], but these solutions are implemented for
Java and not well suited for mitigating huge page internal fragmentation. Optimization in
kernel has attracted attention of some researchers. S. Kim et al. [160] presents a proactive
anti-fragmentation approach that groups pages with the same lifetime, and stores them in
contiguous regions. But this approach only works well for short-lived processes. Current
Linux uses memory compaction for defragmenting memory [161], but it leads to perfor-
mance problems in its current form and is limited to only mitigate external fragmentation.
5.7 Conclusion
We have studied the benefits and adverse effect of huge page in current operating sys-
tem. To address the problem of performance deterioration and internal fragmentation when
huge page are used. We present Xpage, a memory management framework that effectively
mitigates the fragmentation and makes huge page benefits accessible to application even in
stressful conditions. Unlike Linux and Ingens, which simply and aggressively demote huge
pages to base pages once fragmentation occurs, Xpage never splits huge pages. Instead, it
tracks allocated/unallocated memory regions and compacts all memory regions in memory
allocator level by placing them carefully within huge page boundaries. Xpage is a memory





Big data and latency-demanding applications [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] are typically deployed us-
ing the application deployment models, comprised of virtual machines (VMs), containers,
and/or executors/JVMs. These applications enjoy high throughput and low latency if they
are served entirely from memory. However, actual estimation and memory allocation are
difficult. When these applications cannot fit their working sets in real memory of their
VMs/containers/executors, they suffer large performance loss due to excess page faults and
thrashing. Even when unused memory is present in other VMs/containers/executors on the
same host or a remote node, these applications are unable to share those unused host/remote
memory. Moreover, modern servers support terabytes of RAM and memory intensive ap-
plications able to take advantage of such large amount of memories are common. But,
increased capacity means a significant challenge for address translation.
6.1 Summary
This dissertation makes four unique contributions. First, we have presented a performance
evaluation and analysis of in-memory key-value systems. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first in-depth measurement study on critical performance and design properties of in-
memory key-value systems, such as the use of different internal data structures, different
persistency models and different policies for memory allocators. We measure a number
of typical overheads such as memory space, caching, read/write operation performance,
fragmentation, and workload throughput performance, to illustrate the impact of different
data structures and persistency models on the throughput performance of in-memory key-
value systems. We conjecture that the multiple factors on memory efficiency will provide
system designers and big data users with a better understanding on how to configure and
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tune the in-memory key-value systems for high throughput performances under different
workloads and internal data structures.
Second, we have introduced FastSwap, a highly efficient shared memory paging facil-
ity, with four original contributions. (1) FastSwap dynamic shared memory management
scheme can effectively utilize the shared memory across VMs through host coordination.
(2) FastSwap provides efficient support for multi-granularity compression of swap pages in
both shared memory and disk swap devices. (3) FastSwap provides a hybrid memory swap-
out scheme to flush the least recently swap-out pages to disk swap partition when shared
memory swap partition reaches a pre-specified threshold and close to full. (4) FastSwap
provides two level proactive swap-in optimizations (shared memory to memory and disk to
shared memory).
In addition, XMemPod, a software defined and application transparent disaggregated
memory orchestration framework for virtualization of cluster-wide memory, is proposed.
XMemPod is deployed on a virtualized RDMA cluster without any modifications to user
applications and the OSes. It offers orders of magnitude performance gain for bigdata and
ML applications. XMemPod incurs no functional nor performance impact on guest VMs
that do not use it or that incurs zero paging. XMemPod provides the ability of dynami-
cally expanding the memory capacity of the virtual machines (VMs) under high memory
pressure. By providing a hierarchical memory expansion and sharing framework, XMem-
Pod enables memory intensive workloads on a VM to expand its memory demand over
virtualized host memory first, and remote memory next, before resorting to external disk.
To further improve the utilization and access latency of disaggregated memory, XMemPod
provides a suite of optimization techniques.
Last but not the least, a huge page management framework, Xpage, is designed to miti-
gate fragmentation and make huge page benefits accessible to applications even in stressful
conditions. Xpage interacts with both application and kernel to monitor the the degree of
huge page fragmentation, which is analyzed to make decision of when to execute tcache,
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non-fullurn, and fullrun level compaction. To ensure fairness and security, Xpage deals
with internal fragmentation within each process’s memory space and use each process’s
CPU time to execute tasks. It is a run-time library and completed isolated from other run-
ning process memory space. By avoiding the kernel space overhead and complexity, Xpage
is the first memory management framework that effectively deals with huge page fragmen-
tation problem in memory allocator level. It is a redesign that brings performance and
memory saving to memory intensive applications with dynamic memory behavior.
6.2 Future Work
There are many interesting open research problems for in-memory computing area. Two
challenging and promising areas that I am particularly interested to pursue are below.
6.2.1 Disaggregated Memory
Disaggregated memory has attracted much attention recentlly [42, 43, 17, 44, 15, 45]. Most
proposals rely on new hardware architecture, new network protocols to cut down the com-
munication cost. Some proposals show the benefit of leveraging RDMA technology [46,
47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 48], exploiting the disk-network latency gap by limiting remote
memory to certain workloads, such as remote storage for key-value stores[53, 54, 55, 56],
distributed objects [57], swap pages [58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 21], object replication [63]. Most
of these efforts lack of desired transparency and all existing proposals treat and leverage un-
used host memory as the remote memory, fail to take advantage of the performance gap be-
tween DRAM and network interconnect, such as Infiniband. Until the network interconnect
offers the same level of low latency I/O as the DRAM, we argue that a latency-sensitive dis-
aggregated memory orchestration framework is critical for efficient virtualization of cluster
wide memory. I am confident that combining the techniques of disaggregated memory with
memory intensive applications is promising in significantly boosting the performance for
bigdata and machine learning workload.
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6.2.2 Huge Page Management
One open problem of the future huge page management is how to handle internal fragmen-
tation. All previous OS research has focused on supporting huge pages, improving memory
efficiency, handling external fragmentation. None of them focuses on dealing with internal
fragmentation within huge page. Many copying or generational garbage collectors were
presented in user space [155, 156, 157, 158, 159], but these solutions are implemented for
Java and not well suited for mitigating huge page internal fragmentation. Optimization in
kernel has attracted attention of some researchers. S. Kim et al. [160] presents a proactive
anti-fragmentation approach that groups pages with the same lifetime, and stores them in
contiguous regions. But this approach only works well for short-lived processes. Current
Linux uses memory compaction for defragmenting memory [161], but it leads to perfor-
mance problems in its current form and is limited to only mitigate external fragmentation.
Another open problem is varied page size. Currently, hardware manufactures support
three different paging modes, which are 32-bit, PAE, and 4-level paging. Among them,
only 4-level paging mode can be adopted for huge pages, since it supports 4KB, 2MB,
and 1GB page size. The limitation of varied page size is on both hardware and operating
system paging structure design. If more page size are supported, both operating system and
applications can get benefits from that. For example, fragmentation could be significantly
reduced, since for each memory allocation OS could always get the best fit page size to
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